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Abstract

This paper builds a tractable framework for analyzing the equilibrium effects of labor supply shocks, technical change, and minimum wages in an imperfectly competitive labor market environment with worker and firm heterogeneity. Goods are produced using task-based technologies exhibiting imperfect substitution between worker types. Firms specialize in the production of particular goods, which leads to differences in task requirements, entry costs, and workplace amenities. These differences generate firm heterogeneity in skill intensity, size, and wages. The model has three advantages relative to the canonical supply-demand-institutions framework typically used to study trends in wage inequality. First, task-based production with multiple worker types allows for plausibly rich formulations of the structure of technical change. Second, the model accounts for equilibrium effects of minimum wages, compressing the wage distribution and generating spillovers on quantiles where the minimum wage does not bind. Third, the model makes predictions regarding labor market sorting and cross-firm wage dispersion. I take a simple version of the model to Brazilian matched employer-employee data and show that it can fit several aspects of wage inequality: differences in mean log wages between educational groups, within education group variances, and two-way variance decompositions of log wages into worker and firm components. The model also matches reduced-form estimates of minimum wage spillovers. I use the estimated parameters to decompose observed changes in inequality and sorting into components attributable to increasing schooling achievement, technical change, and a rising minimum wage. Falling wage inequality in Brazil is primarily due to the minimum wage, while rising worker-firm assortativeness is found to be driven by technical change. The decomposition exercise also illustrates how responses to supply and demand shocks differ qualitatively from those predicted by models with a representative firm.
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1 Introduction

A central task in labor economics is understanding the source of changes in the wage distribution. Three sets of explanatory factors have received the most attention in this literature: trends in the relative supply of skills, such as increasing college completion rates; shocks to relative demand for skills, such as skill-biased technical change; and changes in labor market institutions, such as minimum wages. The dominant approach in this literature employs competitive labor market models with a constant elasticity of substitution production function to quantify the relative importance of these factors (Bound and Johnson, 1992; Katz and Murphy, 1992; Card and Lemieux, 2001). This approach successfully captures trends in mean log wage gaps between broadly defined worker groups (e.g., college versus high school) and is still used by leading researchers (Autor, 2014). But it has limitations on three fronts. First, it cannot match other measures of wage inequality using its parsimonious formulation of demand shocks as skill-biased technical change (Card and DiNardo, 2002; Autor, Katz and Kearney, 2008). Second, the focus on between-group wage gaps also prevents that approach from fully accounting for the effects of changing minimum wages (DiNardo, Fortin and Lemieux, 1996; Lee, 1999). Third, it cannot be used to study between-firm wage dispersion for similar workers, a phenomenon that is now extensively documented (Manning, 2011; Hornstein, Krusell and Violante, 2011; Card et al., 2018) and that some economists suggest might have implications for the evolution of inequality (Card, Heining and Kline, 2013; Alvarez et al., 2018; Song et al., 2018).

Different strands of the wage inequality literature endeavor to address these limitations. Task-based models of comparative advantage are used to evaluate equilibrium effects of minimum wages (Teulings, 2000, 2003) and to model richer versions of demand-side shocks that provide a better fit to the data (Costinot and Vogel, 2010; Acemoglu and Autor, 2011; Lindenlaub, 2017). This approach still assumes competitive markets. Another strand tackles between-firm wage dispersion using models with search frictions (see Lentz and Mortensen (2010); Chade, Eeckhout and Smith (2017)) or monopsony power (see Ashenfelter, Farber and Ransom (2010)). Models in that strand do not account for the role of supply and demand in changing the marginal product of labor between firm types. There is also emerging reduced form literature finding that increased assortativeness between high wage workers and high wage firms, estimated with two-way fixed effects regressions (henceforth AKM regressions, after Abowd, Kramarz and Margolis (1999)), explains a substantial share of increased wage inequality in some countries (Card, Heining and Kline, 2013; Song et al., 2018). There is no agreement, however, on what causes changes in sorting — or, more fundamentally, on whether these AKM regressions are meaningful (Eeckhout and Kircher, 2011).
In this paper, I propose a tractable task-based framework that captures the equilibrium effects of technical change, labor supply shocks, and minimum wages on the wage distribution, while allowing for realistic worker-to-firm sorting patterns and firm-level wage premia. After studying the theoretical properties of the model, I show that it can be an effective quantitative tool for analyzing wages and sorting. The model can match several forms of wage dispersion: between worker groups, within groups, and across firms among similar workers. It can also match firm to worker sorting patterns and the causal effects of minimum wages measured using reduced form methods. The analytical and quantitative results reveal interactions between supply, demand, institutions, and firms that are important for parsing the contribution of each underlying factor.

In the model, firms produce goods by combining tasks in different proportions. Tasks, in turn, are produced using labor, with more skilled workers having a comparative advantage in more complex tasks. The task-based production function is the solution to the within-firm problem of assigning workers to tasks with the goal of maximizing production. I study the properties of this production function and show that it provides an intuitive and parsimonious way to model heterogeneity in skill intensity across firms, via differences in task requirements for different goods.

Next, I construct a long-run model of imperfectly competitive labor markets and study the determinants of between-firm wage differentials and labor market sorting. In the model, workers have preferences over employers. Firms can set wages below the marginal product of labor, extracting rents from infra-marginal employees that enjoy working there. Firm-level wage premia arise if some firms have higher entry costs than others, such that they locate at different points of the labor supply curve, or if they have worse amenities, such that wages compensate for undesirable workplaces. Additionally, when firms differ in task requirements, they pay more to worker types that they use relatively more intensively. Thus, AKM regressions of log wages, where firms vary only in a proportional term (e.g., firm A pays 10 percent more to all workers relative to firm B), are in general misspecified in this model. Nevertheless, I show that a decomposition of the variance of log wages based on AKM regressions may still be informative about parameters governing between-firm wage dispersion and labor market sorting.

I derive two results on how this economy responds to structural shocks. First, the model admits a balanced growth path where technical progress is conceptualized as shifts towards more complex tasks in the production of all goods (a form of skill-biased technical change) accompanied by increased productivity. If skill levels and minimum wages rise in tandem, the shape of the wage distribution is not affected. Second, substitution in consumption creates an additional channel through which wages are affected by imbalances in the race between supply, demand, and institu-
tions. Imbalances have direct effects on the costs of labor: for example, a higher minimum wage makes low-skilled workers more expensive relative to high-skilled workers. The ensuing changes in the prices of different goods drive substitution in consumption. In the minimum wage example, consumers substitute away from products that are intensive in low-complexity tasks, which are produced by firms using mostly low-skilled labor. Finally, because the set of tasks being produced in that economy has changed, marginal productivity gaps are affected. Without substitution between goods, a plot of the impact of the minimum wage on quantiles of the wage distribution is a decreasing curve; with substitution, it becomes less steep and can change to a U-shaped curve.

To study the quantitative performance of this framework, I analyze trends in wage inequality and labor market sorting in Rio Grande do Sul state, Brazil using a parsimonious parameterization of the model’s primitives. Wage inequality has fallen in that state, following minimum wage hikes and accelerated gains in schooling. Labor markets are also becoming more assortative, as measured using the leave-out estimator of Kline, Saggio and Sølvsten (2018). This combination makes for an interesting case study where trends in inequality and minimum wages are mirror images of what has happened in the US, while changes in sorting go in the same direction. I employ a minimum distance estimator that targets levels and changes in (i) mean log wage gaps between educational groups, (ii) within-group variances of log wages, (iii) decompositions of log wages using AKM regressions, (iv) measures of how binding the minimum wage is, and (v) reduced form estimates of minimum wage spillovers (causal effects on quantiles of the wage distribution where the minimum wage does not bind) obtained using the methodology of Autor, Manning and Smith (2016). The model can closely match these targets, despite being heavily over-identified.

I use the estimated model to create counterfactuals that isolate the role of supply, demand, and minimum wages in explaining changes in inequality and sorting. With monopsonistic labor markets and firm heterogeneity, these shocks change both the magnitude of firm-level wage premia and which workers earn them, in addition to affecting marginal productivities of labor. These additional effects are illustrated by the role of the demand shock in Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. The estimated shock includes three components: a drift towards more complex tasks for all goods (i.e., skill-biased technical change), a reduction in the entry cost gap between goods, and a similar convergence in productivity. That shock increases wages for college-educated workers, as it would in most models of labor demand with skill-biased technical change. However, its overall effect on the variance of log wages is negative; indeed, it accounts for almost 40 percent of the overall decline in inequality. That result follows from reductions in cross-firm wage dispersion for all worker groups, particularly those with more education. These reductions are caused by changes in both worker-to-firm sorting patterns and the magnitude of wage premia. I also find that the demand shock is the
main contributor to the observed increase in the correlation between worker and firm fixed effects in AKM regressions.

Minimum wages are the most important factor behind decreased inequality. This shock alone accounts for more than 60 percent of the change in the variance of log wages. It has no effects, however, on the share of the variance attributed to firm effects or the correlation of worker effects and firm effects in the AKM decomposition. The increase in the relative supply of high school and college workers reduces the mean log wage gaps between these workers and those with less education. But its effects on the total variance of log wages is negligible.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the task-based production function. The third section describes the labor market model and provides analytical results. The fourth section contains the quantitative exercise. The last section concludes with a discussion of two directions for further research: adding capital to the task-based production function and using this framework to study the inequality effects of international trade.

2 The task-based production function

Task-based models of comparative advantage are increasingly used to model wage inequality. Acmoglu and Autor (2011) show these models are better suited than the "canonical" constant elasticity of substitution (CES) model of labor demand to study inequality trends in the US. Teulings (2000, 2003) shows that substitution patterns implied by assignment models make them particularly suitable for studying minimum wages. Costinot and Vogel (2010) develop a task-based model to study the consequences of trade integration and offshoring, finding that it offers new perspectives relative to workhorse models of international trade.

In this section, I show an additional advantage of the task-based approach: it allows for intuitive, tractable, and parsimonious modeling of firm heterogeneity, whereby firms have production functions with imperfect substitution and differ in their demand for skill.

The production structure in this paper is built upon four assumptions. First, final goods embody a set of tasks that vary in complexity, combined in fixed proportions. Second, tasks cannot be traded. Third, workers are perfect substitutes in the production of any particular task, but with different productivities. Fourth, some worker groups have comparative advantage in the production of complex tasks relative to others.1

1There exists a parallel between the task-based production function developed here and models of hierarchical
I start this section by defining the production function and solving the managerial problem of assigning workers to tasks. The second subsection discusses cost minimization and shows how this structure generates differences in skill intensity between firms. The third subsection derives and explains distance-dependent substitution. The final subsection presents the parametric version that is employed in the quantitative exercises of this paper. All proofs are in Appendix A.

2.1 Setup, definitions, and the assignment problem

Workers in this economy are characterized by their type $h \in \{1, \ldots, H\}$ and the amount of labor efficiency units they can supply, $\varepsilon \in \mathbb{R}_{>0}$. Workers use their labor to produce tasks which are indexed by their complexity $x \in \mathbb{R}_{>0}$. All labor types are perfect substitutes in the production of any particular task, but their productivities are not the same:

**Definition 1.** The *comparative advantage function* $e_h : \mathbb{R}_{>0} \to \mathbb{R}_{>0}$ denotes the rate of conversion of worker efficiency units of type $h$ into tasks of complexity $x$. It is continuously differentiable and log-supermodular: $h' > h \iff \frac{d}{dx} \left( \frac{e_{h'}(x)}{e_h(x)} \right) > 0 \, \forall x$.

To fix ideas, consider two workers, whom I will refer to as Alice and Bob. Alice, characterized by $h, \varepsilon$, can use a fraction $r \in [0, 1]$ of her time to produce $r\varepsilon e_h(x)$ tasks of complexity $x$. Bob $(h', \varepsilon')$, who belongs to a lower type ($h' < h$), can still produce more of those tasks than Alice, so long as his quantity of efficiency units is high enough relative to hers ($\varepsilon' > \varepsilon e_h(x)/e_h'(x)$). But Alice has a comparative advantage: moving towards more complex tasks increases her productivity relative to Bob’s.

The interpretation of task complexity depends on how worker groups are defined. In the quantitative exercise of this paper, workers are grouped by educational achievement, and thus more complex tasks are those that benefit from formal education (or intrinsic characteristics that correlate with formal education). The assumption that all tasks are ordered in a single dimension of complexity is strong. Autor, Levy and Murnane (2003), for example, have a multidimensional definition of task complexity; in their case, manual versus analytic and routine versus non-routine. For a quantitative model of the impact of technological change on wage inequality with multi-dimensional tasks, see Lindenlaub (2017).

Because workers in the same group differ only in a proportional productivity shifter, the sum of firms (Garicano, 2000; Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg, 2006; Antrás, Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg, 2006; Caliendo and Rossi-Hansberg, 2012), once one reinterprets tasks in my model as "problems" in those models. The key difference is that I ignore costs of information transmission within the firm, adding tractability by simplifying the assignment of workers to problems/tasks.
efficiency units of each type is a sufficient statistic for analyzing production. Thus, throughout this section, definitions and results are in terms of total efficiency units of each type available to the firm, which I denote by \( t = \{ t_1, \ldots, t_H \} \) (bold-faced symbols denote vectors over worker types throughout the paper). The distinction between labor efficiency units and workers will be relevant in the next section, when discussing labor markets and the wage distribution.

There is a discrete number of final consumption goods, \( g = 1, \ldots, G \). Each good is produced by combining tasks in fixed proportions:

**Definition 2.** The blueprint \( b_g : \mathbb{R}_{>0} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{>0} \) is a continuously differentiable function that denotes the density of tasks of each complexity level \( x \) required for the production of a unit of consumption good \( g \). Blueprints satisfy \( \int_0^\infty \frac{b_g(x)}{e_H(x)} dx < \infty \) (production is feasible given a positive quantity of the highest labor type).

Tasks cannot be traded; firms must use their internal workforce to produce them. The justification for this assumption is that there are unmodeled costs that make task exchange between firms unprofitable, in the spirit of Coase (1937).\(^2\) I assume that firms are allowed to split worker’s time across tasks in a continuous way by choosing assignment functions \( m_h : \mathbb{R}_{>0} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \), where \( m_h(x) \) denotes the intensity of use of efficiency units of labor type \( h \) on tasks of complexity \( x \). The only restriction imposed on \( m_h(\cdot) \) is that these functions are right continuous.\(^3\) That formulation of the assignment problem is very general, allowing firms to use multiple worker types to produce the same task, the same worker type in disjoint sets of tasks, and discontinuities in assignment rules.

Given a blueprint \( b(\cdot) \) and \( t \) efficiency units of labor, firms choose these assignment functions with the goal of maximizing output. In this problem, they are subject to two constraints: producing the required amount of tasks of each complexity level \( x \) and using no more than \( t_h \) units of labor of type \( h \).

**Definition 3.** The task-based production function \( f : \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}^{H-1} \times \mathbb{R}_{>0} \times \{ b_1(\cdot), \ldots, b_G(\cdot) \} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \) is

---

\(^2\)If tasks are freely traded, the model makes no predictions about sorting of workers to firms. A less extreme assumption — e.g. formally modeling output losses from assembling tasks produced at different firms — could be used for studying the boundaries of the firm and the effects of outsourcing.

\(^3\)\( \forall x, \tau \in \mathbb{R}_{>0}, \exists \delta \in \mathbb{R}_{>0} \) such that \( x' \in [x, x + \delta) \Rightarrow |m_h(x) - m_h(x')| < \tau \).
the value function of the following assignment problem:

\[
f(l; b_g) = \max_{q \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}, \{m_h(\cdot)\}_{h=1}^H \subset RC} q \\
\text{s.t. } qb_g(x) = \sum_h m_h(x)e_h(x) \quad \forall x \in \mathbb{R}_{>0} \\
l_h \geq \int_0^\infty m_h(x)dx \quad \forall \in \{1, \ldots, H\}
\]

where \( q \) is output and \( m_h \) is an assignment function denoting the density of labor efficiency units of type \( h \) used in the production of each task \( x \). \( RC \) is the space of right continuous functions \( \mathbb{R}_{>0} \to \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \).

The definition of the production function assumes positive input of the highest worker type. This assumption simplifies proofs and ensures the well-behaved derivatives, while not being restrictive for the applications in this paper. In general, blueprints might require at least one worker of a minimum worker type \( \bar{h} \) — if none is available, lower types have zero marginal productivity. This property might be useful for models of endogenous growth and innovation.

Comparative advantage implies that the optimal assignment of workers to tasks is assortative:

**Lemma 1 (Optimal allocation is assortative).** For every combination of inputs \( (l, b_g(\cdot)) \), there exists a unique set of \( H - 1 \) complexity thresholds \( \bar{x}_1(l, b(\cdot)) < \cdots < \bar{x}_{H-1}(l, b_g(\cdot)) \) that define the range of tasks performed by each worker type in an optimal allocation:

\[
m_h(x) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{b_g(x)}{e_h(x)} & \text{if } x \in [\bar{x}_{h-1}, \bar{x}_h) \\
0 & \text{Otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where I omit the dependency on inputs \( (l, b_g(\cdot)) \) and set \( \bar{x}_0(\cdot) = 0, \bar{x}_{H}(\cdot) = \infty \) to simplify notation. Thresholds satisfy:

\[
\frac{e_{h+1}(\bar{x}_h)}{e_h(\bar{x}_h)} = \frac{f_{h+1}}{f_h} \quad h \in \{1, \ldots, H-1\}
\]

where \( f_h = f_h(l, b_g(\cdot)) = \frac{d}{dl_h} f(l, b_g(\cdot)) \) denotes marginal product of labor \( h \), which is strictly positive.

Lower types specialize in low complexity tasks and vice-versa. Equation (1) means that the shadow cost of using neighboring worker types is equalized at the task that separates them. This result is useful for obtaining compensated labor demands, as described in the next subsection.\(^4\)

\(^4\)In general, the task-based production function and its derivatives do not have simple closed-form representations.
2.2 Compensated labor demand and sorting of workers to firms

To study the properties of this production function, I start by considering its implications in a competitive labor market, where the cost of acquiring efficiency units of each type is given by \( w = \{w_1, \ldots, w_H\} \). When firms choose labor quantities by minimizing production costs, marginal productivity ratios equal wage ratios. It then follows from Equation (1) that:

\[
\frac{e_{h+1}(\bar{x}_h)}{e_h(\bar{x}_h)} = \frac{w_{h+1}}{w_h}
\]

Because the ratio on the left-hand side is strictly increasing in \( \bar{x}_h \), this expression pins down all task thresholds as functions of wage ratios and comparative advantage functions. Since neither are firm-specific, thresholds are common across firms in competitive economies.

The compensated labor demand is then given by:

\[
l_h(q, b_g, w) = q \int_{\hat{x}_{h-1}(w)}^{\hat{x}_h(w)} \frac{b_g(x)}{e_h(x)} dx
\]  

(2)

Figure 1 illustrates how differences in blueprints reflect into differences in the internal workforce composition of firms. The graphs at the top show the compensated labor demand integral above. The heavy, continuous line is the blueprint, which varies across graphs (becoming more intensive in high complexity tasks from left to right). The vertical dashed lines are the thresholds, which are common for all graphs. The colored areas are the labor demand integrals. The compensated labor demand is shown again in the bottom row, in the form of blueprint-specific wage distributions within the firm (weighted by efficiency units).

If labor markets are not competitive, as in labor market model described in the next section, thresholds might differ across firms. Firms using different blueprints will still differ in the skill composition of their internal workforce, though possibly less so than in the competitive benchmark.

The concept of firms in this model is significantly different from that in the literature on labor market sorting (Shimer, 2005; Eeckhout and Kircher, 2011; Gautier, Teulings and van Vuuren, 2010; Gautier and Teulings, 2015; Lise, Meghir and Robin, 2016; Grossman, Helpman and Kircher, 2017; Lindenlaub and Postel-Vinay, 2017; de Melo, 2018; Eeckhout and Kircher, 2018). Most models in this literature focus on sorting of workers to jobs (or, equivalently, to firms that employ

---

If one needs to evaluate output and marginal productivities as a function of labor inputs, first solve the system of \( H \) compensated labor demand equations (2) on \( q \) and the \( H - 1 \) thresholds. Next, use equation (1) to calculate marginal productivity gaps. Finally, use the constant returns relationship \( q = \sum_h l_h f_h \) to normalize marginal productivities.
2.3 Substitution patterns and distance-dependent complementarity

The task-based structure might appear exceedingly flexible at first glance, due to the infinite-dimensional blueprints and efficiency functions. Proposition 1 extends the results in Teulings
Locally, the $H \times (H - 1)/2$ partial elasticities of complementarity or substitution depend only on factor shares and at most $H - 1$ scalars $\rho_h$ — the same number of elasticity parameters in an equally-sized nested CES structure. However, unlike with a CES, there is a straightforward way to impose further restrictions on the number of parameters (both elasticities and productivity shifters for each worker type), via parametrization of blueprints and efficiency functions.

**Proposition 1** (Curvature of the production function). The task-based production function is concave, has constant returns to scale, and is twice continuously differentiable with strictly positive first derivatives. I denote by $c = c(w, q)$ the cost function, use subscripts to denote derivatives regarding input quantities or prices, and omit arguments in functions to simplify the expressions. Then, for any pair of worker types $h, h'$ with $h < h'$:

\[
\frac{c_{hh'} - c_{hh'}}{c_{h} c_{h'}} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{\rho_h}{s_h s_{h'}} & \text{if } h' = h + 1 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad \text{(Allen partial elasticity of substitution)}
\]

\[
\frac{f_{hh'} - f_{hh'}}{f_{h} f_{h'}} = \sum_{h=1}^{H-1} \xi_{h, h', h} \frac{1}{\rho_b} \quad \text{(Hicks partial elasticity of complementarity)}
\]

where $\rho_h = b_g(\bar{x}_h) \frac{f_h}{e_h(\bar{x}_h)} \left[ \frac{d}{d \bar{x}_h} \ln \left( \frac{e_{h+1}(\bar{x}_h)}{e_h(\bar{x}_h)} \right) \right]^{-1}$

\[
\xi_{h, h', h} = \left( \mathbf{1}\{h \geq h + 1\} - \sum_{k=h+1}^{H} s_k \right) \left( \mathbf{1}\{h' \geq h\} - \sum_{k=1}^{h} s_k \right)
\]

and $s_h = \frac{f_{h} l_h}{f} = \frac{c_{h} l_h}{c}$

The curvature of the task-based production function reflects division of labor within the firm. Suppose that, initially, a firm only employs Alice, who belongs to the highest type $H$. In that case, output is linear in the quantity of labor bought from Alice. Adding another worker, Bob, of a lower type increases Alice’s productivity, because she can now specialize in complex tasks while Bob takes care of the simpler ones. At that point, decreasing returns to Alice’s hours reflect a reduction in those gains from specialization.

The impact of adding a third worker, Carol, on the marginal productivities of Alice and Bob depends on Carol’s skill level (in terms of comparative advantage), relative to Alice’s and Bob’s:

---

5Teulings (2005) derives elasticities of complementarity for a similar model, but using parametric efficiency functions and taking a limit where the number of worker types grows to infinity.
**Figure 2: Distance-dependent complementarity**

![Diagram showing distance-dependent complementarity](image)

**Notes:** This figure shows the impact of adding workers of a given type on the marginal productivity of all types. In this example, the initial labor endowments of the firm are shown as solid bars in the graph on the left, and the increase in labor of type 6 is the dashed bar. The solid line in the graph on the right shows initial marginal productivities for each labor type, and the dashed line shows marginal productivities after the shock. Nearby types are substitutes to labor type 6, while types far away are complements.

**Corollary 1** (Distance-dependent complementarity). *For a fixed $h$, the partial elasticity of complementarity is strictly increasing in $h'$ for $h' \geq h$ and strictly decreasing in $h'$ for $h' \leq h$.*

Close types perform similar tasks and are net substitutes; distant types perform very different tasks and are complements. The distance-dependent complementarity pattern is illustrated in Figure 2. The left panel shows baseline log employment by worker type (in solid bars) and a shock to employment of workers of type 6 (bar with dashed contour). The right panel shows baseline log marginal productivities (solid line) and marginal productivities after the employment shock (dashed line). Workers of type 6 suffer the largest relative decline in marginal productivity, followed by neighbor types 7 and 5. Marginal productivities increase for types that are further away, both low-skilled and high-skilled.

Distance-dependent complementarity has important implications for modeling minimum wages, a point made by Teulings (2003):

**Corollary 2** (Effects of the minimum wage). *Consider a competitive economy with a representative task-based production function where the minimum wage only binds for workers of the lowest type $h = 1$. Then, a marginal increase in the minimum wage reduces all wage gaps $w_{h'}/w_h$ with $h' > h$.*

A minimum wage that is only binding for the lowest type will have spillover effects along the wage distribution, reducing wage gaps between any pair of worker types. This is in contrast to the CES case, where a small increase in the minimum wage would raise wages for the lowest type but keep wage gaps between other types constant. This property is useful for matching reduced form...
estimates of minimum wage spillovers (see Figure 7).

### 2.4 Parametric example

Consider the following parametrization, which I use in the quantitative exercises of this paper:

**Example 1** (Exponential-Gamma parametrization).

\[
e_h(x) = \exp(\alpha_h x) \quad \text{for } -1 = \alpha_1 < \alpha_2 < \cdots < \alpha_{H-1} < \alpha_H = 0
\]

\[
b_g(x) = \frac{x^{k_g-1}}{z_g \Gamma(k_g) \theta_g^{k_g}} \exp\left(-\frac{x}{\theta_g}\right) \quad (z_g, \theta_g, k_g) \in \mathbb{R}^3_{>0}
\]

The exponential function is a straightforward way to generate log-supermodularity and is used in other models of comparative advantage (e.g. Krugman (1985); Teulings (1995)). Differences in the \(\alpha_h\) coefficients determine the degree of comparative advantage between any two worker types. The expression for blueprints is the probability density function of a Gamma distribution divided by a "productivity" term \(z_g\). Doubling \(z_g\) divides the quantity of tasks needed per unit of output by two, effectively doubling physical productivity.

Appendix B presents the mapping between marginal productivity gaps and task thresholds in this parametrization, as well as formulas for compensated labor demand integrals in terms of incomplete Gamma functions. These formulas are useful because they dispense with numerical integration, improving computational performance. Incomplete Gamma functions are readily available in software packages commonly used by economists.

The parameter \(\theta_g\) is related to average task complexity. All else equal, firms with higher \(\theta_g\) require more complex tasks and employ more skilled workers (in terms of comparative advantage). Increases in task complexity over time, modeled as changes in \(\theta_g\), provide an intuitive way to model skill-biased technical change because higher complexity is linked to increasing returns to skill (measured as the worker group \(h\)). The shape parameter \(k_g\) determines the dispersion of tasks. If two firms differ only in this parameter, the one with the smallest \(k_g\) has fatter tails. Thus, differences in \(k_g\) in the cross-section translate into some firms being more specialized than others in their hiring patterns.

This approach allows for modeling firm-level differences in skill intensity, skill dispersion, and productivity with a small number of parameters, while ensuring sensible substitution patterns within all firms. To understand the economic content behind those parametric restrictions, consider an
example of two firms in the retail sector. One, with a low $\theta_g$, is a small local shop, while the other, with a high $\theta_g$, is a large online retailer. In the first one, most tasks are of low complexity, measured in terms of how they benefit from schooling: stocking shelves, operating the register, and cleaning. In those tasks, workers with little formal education can substitute for others with a college degree. Because workers with a college degree cost much more, that first firm mostly hires less educated workers. In contrast, the online retailer is intensive in tasks such as web design, system administration, and business analytics, where college-graduated workers usually perform much better. This is why those firms find it profitable to use a more skilled workforce.

3 Markets and wages

This section builds a labor market model with monopsonistic firms and free entry. The first subsection lays out the structure of the economy. The second subsection describes the functioning of labor markets, solves the problem of the firm, and shows an important property of the model: goods encapsulate firm heterogeneity in skill intensity and wages. The third subsection derives analytical results on what determines wage differentials between firms and how the wage distribution changes over time.

This is the point of departure from other task-based assignment models of comparative advantage such as Teulings (2005), Costinot and Vogel (2010), and Acemoglu and Autor (2011). The contributions of the previous section fit inside that literature: new formulas for elasticities of complementarity and substitution, along with the convenient exponential-gamma parametrization. This section introduces more significant deviations. First, aggregate demand for tasks is CES in all papers in that literature, but not in this model. This has implications for comparative statics. For example, the introduction of a minimum wage always decreases wage gaps in Teulings (2000), but here the same shock might cause wage polarization. Second, labor markets are not competitive. And third, workers in this model differ not only in comparative advantage but also in absolute advantage, generating realistic distributions of log wages that include bunching at the minimum wage.

3.1 Factors, goods, technology, and preferences

Consider an economy with $N = \{N_1, \ldots, N_H\}$ workers of each type $h$, and a large number of entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs own entrepreneurial talent, whose total stock in the economy is $T$
and which is used to create firms. The model is static.

There are $G$ final goods in this economy, interpreted as differentiated varieties within an industry. An entrepreneur $j$ may set up a firm producing one good $g \in \{1, \ldots, G\}$ or not enter at all. Setting up a firm requires a fixed cost $F_g$, paid in units of entrepreneurial talent. Once that cost is paid, the entrepreneur receives the blueprint $b_g$ and a random draw of workplace amenities $a_j$ from a good-specific distribution with strictly positive support and a finite mean $\bar{a}_g$. The role of workplace amenities will be explained below. Hiring and production decisions are done after the amenities draw is observed, as discussed in the next subsection.

I assume that there is a competitive market for entrepreneurial talent and that entrepreneurs can form coalitions to insure against idiosyncratic risk associated with the draw of firm amenities $a_j$. These assumptions allow me to abstract from the distribution of entrepreneurial talent and to pin down firm entry by equating expected profit and entry costs for each good $g$:

$$E_{a_j|g} \left[ \pi_g(a_j) \right] = F_g p_T = F_g \quad \forall g$$

where $\pi_g(a_j)$, defined below, denotes profits achieved by a firm with amenities $a_j$ producing good $g$. The second equality follows from assuming that entrepreneurial talent is the numeraire in this economy. This choice of numeraire is valid because firms have positive profits, as I will show below, and so the price of entrepreneurial talent cannot be zero. A positive price for entrepreneurial talent also implies that all of it is used up in equilibrium:

$$\sum_g J_g F_g = T$$

(3)

where $J_g$ is total entry of firms producing good $g$. When there is a single good $g = 1$ in this economy, the number of firms is fixed at $J_1 = T / F_1$. But with multiple goods, the number of firms producing each good might respond to shocks.

The utility function of entrepreneurs, $U^E$, is a constant elasticity aggregator of consumption $Q_1, \ldots, Q_G$. Preferences of worker $i$ of type $h$, captured by $U_{hi}^L$, depend on both consumption and the firm $j$. 

---

6This is my preferred interpretation because, in many contexts, changes in inequality happen within industries (see e.g. Card, Heining and Kline (2013) and Song et al. (2018)). Consistent with this interpretation, the next section shows that the estimated elasticity of substitution for the two goods in the quantitative exercise is large. The model can also be used for studying between-industry phenomena, such as between-industry sorting in Abowd et al. (2018).
where she is employed:

\[
\begin{align*}
U^E \left( \left\{ Q_g \right\}_{g=1}^{G} \right) &= C \left( \left\{ Q_g \right\}_{g=1}^{G} \right) \\
U_{hi} \left( \left\{ Q_g \right\}_{g=1}^{G}, j \right) &= C \left( \left\{ Q_g \right\}_{g=1}^{G} \right) \left[ a_j \exp \left( \eta_{ij} \right) \right]^{\frac{1}{\beta_h}}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( C \left( \left\{ Q_g \right\}_{g=1}^{G} \right) = \left[ \sum_{g=1}^{G} Q_g^{\frac{\sigma-1}{\sigma}} \right]^{\frac{\sigma}{1-\sigma}} \)

and \( \eta_{ij} \sim \text{Extreme Value Type I} \)

Firms matter to workers not only due to their overall level of amenities \( a_j \), but also because of an idiosyncratic component \( \eta_{ij} \). This component captures match-specific features such as distance to the workplace or personal relationships with the manager or other coworkers. The parameters \( \beta_h \) measure the importance of consumption relative to these non-pecuniary elements. Higher \( \beta_h \) implies that the market for labor of type \( h \) is more competitive. The details of the labor market are discussed in the next subsection.

Markets for goods are competitive. Thus, any equilibrium will feature prices \( p_g \) equal to the marginal cost of good \( g \) at all firms producing that good. There is a price index \( P = \left[ \sum_{g=1}^{G} p_g^{1-\sigma} \right]^{\frac{1}{1-\sigma}} \) such that consumption level \( C \) costs \( C \times P \). Because \( C(\cdot) \) is homothetic, aggregate consumption is only a function of prices and aggregate income.

Continuing with the example from Section 2.4, the small local shop and the large online retailer are interpreted as differentiated varieties in the retail sector, with elasticity of substitution \( \sigma \). In addition to task requirements, these firms might differ in entry costs and the average level of amenities. The online retailer might require substantial capital investment or managerial input to set up, justifying high entry costs \( F_g \). If \( \bar{a}_g \) is higher for the large retailers, then they are also more desirable workplaces on average.

### 3.2 Labor markets, the problem of the firm, and equilibrium

Labor markets are based on the model of Card et al. (2018), where firms compete monopsonistically for labor. Each worker is characterized by its type \( h \in \{1, \ldots, H\} \) and a quantity of efficiency units of labor \( \varepsilon \). The distribution of efficiency units of labor across workers of type \( h \) is continuous with
density $r_h(\cdot)$ and support over the real line.\footnote{I employ LogNormal distributions of $\varepsilon$ in the quantitative exercise. Counterfactual exercises require a parametric assumption for $r_h(\cdot)$, which is used to obtain the number of workers driven to unemployment because of the minimum wage and the distribution of $\varepsilon$ in that unobserved population.} Throughout this section, it is important to distinguish between quantities of workers, denoted by $n$, and quantities of labor, denoted by $l$. Worker earnings are denoted by $y$, while prices for labor are denoted by $w$.

Labor regulations prevent firms from paying a total compensation of less than $y$ to any worker. I refer to $y$ as the minimum wage; the model has no variation in hours worked, so earnings and wages are interchangeable. Workers with low $\varepsilon$ might have a marginal product of labor lesser than $y$ at some firms, in which case hiring those workers would be unprofitable. Thus, I allow firms to reject workers with productivity below some minimum value $\varepsilon_{hj}$, generating involuntary non-employment.

### 3.2.1 Firm-level labor supply and labor costs

There are separate labor markets for each worker group $h$. The timing of each of these labor markets is as follows:

1. Each firm $j$ posts a price per labor efficiency unit $w_{hj}$ and a rejection cutoff $\varepsilon_{hj}$.

2. Workers observe all $w_{hj}$ and $\varepsilon_{hj}$. Based on that information, they choose firms that maximize their indirect utility. If no firm is chosen, the worker earns zero income.

3. Firms observe $(h, \varepsilon)$ of workers who applied to them (but not idiosyncratic preference shifters $\eta_{ij}$) and hire those with $\varepsilon > \varepsilon_{hj}$.

4. Production occurs and hired workers are paid $y = \max\{w_{hj}, y\}$. Rejected workers, if any, earn zero income.

To study worker choices in step 2, consider the indirect utility of a worker $i$ characterized by $(h, \varepsilon)$, if this worker chooses firm $j$:

$$V_{ih}(\varepsilon, j) = \frac{1\{\varepsilon \geq \varepsilon_{hj}\} \max\{\varepsilon w_{hj}, y\}}{\max\{\varepsilon w_{hj}, y\}^{\frac{1}{\beta_h}}} \left[ a_j \exp (\eta_{ij}) \right]^{\frac{1}{\beta_h}}$$

$$= \begin{cases} \frac{1}{\beta_h} \exp \left( \frac{\beta_h \log \left( \max\{\varepsilon w_{hj}, y\} \right) + \log a_j + \eta_{ij} \right) & \text{if } \varepsilon \geq \varepsilon_{hj} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$
where the indicator function denotes that worker $i$ earns positive income at firm $j$ only if $i$’s endowment of labor efficiency units is at least $\bar{\epsilon}_{hj}$.

Because $\eta_{ij}$ is drawn from a Type I Extreme Value distribution, the probability of a worker $(h, \epsilon)$ choosing a particular firm $j$ is given by:

$$P \left( j = \arg \max_{j' \in \{1, \ldots, J\}} V_{ih}(\epsilon, j') \right) = \mathbf{1}\{ \epsilon > \bar{\epsilon}_{hj} \} a_j \left( \frac{\max \{ \epsilon w_{hj} \wedge \bar{y} \} \beta_h}{\omega_h(\epsilon)} \right)^{\frac{1}{\beta_h}}$$

where $\omega_h(\epsilon) = \left( \sum_{j'} \mathbf{1}\{ \epsilon > \bar{\epsilon}_{hj'} \} a_j \max \{ \epsilon w_{hj'}, \bar{y} \} \beta_h \right)^{\frac{1}{\beta_h}}$

The "inclusive value" $\omega_h(\epsilon)$ is a measure of demand for skills in this model. A high value means that many firms are posting high wages for type $h$ and willing to hire that particular $\epsilon$, despite the minimum wage. That makes those workers harder to attract for any individual firm because they have good outside options at other firms. Mechanically, $\omega_h(\epsilon)$ has an allocative role similar to that of wages in competitive models: it is a cost shifter that firms take as given and that ensures labor market clearing.

The number of workers choosing a particular firm and the resulting supply of labor are increasing functions of posted wages, conditional on rejection cutoffs:

$$n_h(w_{hj}, \bar{\epsilon}_{hj}, a_j) = N_h a_j \int_{\bar{\epsilon}_{hj}}^{\infty} \left( \frac{\max \{ \epsilon w_{hj} \wedge \bar{y} \} \beta_h}{\omega_h(\epsilon)} \right)^{\frac{1}{\beta_h}} r_h(\epsilon) d\epsilon \quad (4)$$

$$l_h(w_{hj}, \bar{\epsilon}_{hj}, a_j) = N_h a_j \int_{\bar{\epsilon}_{hj}}^{\infty} \exp(\epsilon) \left( \frac{\max \{ \epsilon w_{hj} \wedge \bar{y} \} \beta_h}{\omega_h(\epsilon)} \right)^{\frac{1}{\beta_h}} r_h(\epsilon) d\epsilon \quad (5)$$

Finally, total labor costs are given by:

$$C_h(w_{hj}, \bar{\epsilon}_{hj}, a_j) = N_h a_j \left[ \int_{\bar{\epsilon}_{hj}}^{\infty} \frac{y}{\omega_h(\epsilon)^{\beta_h}} r_h(\epsilon) d\epsilon + \int_{\bar{\epsilon}_{hj}}^{\infty} \frac{(\epsilon w_{hj})^{\beta_h + 1}}{\omega_h(\epsilon)^{\beta_h}} r_h(\epsilon) d\epsilon \right] \quad (6)$$

In these expressions, I omit the dependency of $\omega_h(\epsilon)$ on the own firm’s posted wage $w_{hj}$ because, with monopsonistic competition, $\omega_h(\epsilon)$ is taken as given by firms.
### 3.2.2 Problem of the firm

Firms maximize profit by choosing posted wages and rejection cutoffs:

\[ \pi_g(a_j) = \max_{w_j, \bar{\epsilon}_j} p_g f(l(w_j, \epsilon_j, a_j), b_g) - \sum_{h=1}^{H} C_h(w_{hj}, \epsilon_{hj}, a_j) \]

The following Lemma shows that this problem has intuitive solutions and that the model admits a representative firm for each good:

**Lemma 2.** The solution of the problem of the firm is interior and characterized by the following first order conditions:

\[ p_g f_h(l(w_j, \epsilon_j, a_j), b_g) \frac{\beta_h}{\beta_h + 1} = w_{hj} \quad h = 1, \ldots, H \]  
\[ p_g f_h(l(w_j, \epsilon_j, a_j), b_g) \bar{\epsilon}_{hj} = \bar{y} \quad h = 1, \ldots, H \]

Additionally, firms producing good \( g \) choose the same wages \( w_g \) and rejection criteria \( \epsilon_g \). Output and employment are linear in firm amenities: \( q_j = a_j \bar{q}_g \) and \( l_j = \frac{a_j}{\bar{a}_g} \bar{l}_g \), where \( \bar{q}_g \) and \( \bar{l}_g \) denotes mean output and mean labor demand for all firms producing good \( g \), respectively.

The first order conditions represent trade-offs along two different margins: workers above the minimum wage and workers around the rejection threshold. To build intuition on the optimality condition on wages, denote by \( l^+_h \) the sum of efficiency units at firm \( j \) supplied by workers earning more than the minimum wage. A proportional increase in posted wages \( d \log w_{hj} \) brings in \( (\beta d \log w_{hj}) l^+_h \) labor units, generating \( (\beta d \log w_{hj}) l^+_h p_g f_h(\cdot) \) in additional revenues. Labor costs increase for two reasons. First, the firm pays \( (\beta d \log w_{hj}) l^+_h w_{hj} \) for the additional labor purchased. Second, a higher wage increases the wage bill for current workers by \( d \log w_{hj} l^+_h w_{hj} \). Setting added revenues equal to additional costs yields Equation 7.

Equation 8 is the first order condition on the rejection cutoffs. A lower cutoff brings in additional workers with \( \epsilon = \epsilon_{hj} \), each of which increases revenues by \( p_g f_h \epsilon_{hj} \). When firms chose thresholds optimally, that additional revenue equals the minimum wage \( \bar{y} \), which is the cost of labor at that margin.

Figure 3 illustrates how workers are divided in three groups according to their level of efficiency units. Those to the left of \( \epsilon_{hj} \) are rejected. Those with \( \epsilon > \bar{y}/w_{hj} \) earn the wage posted by the firm times their quantity of labor units. Finally, those in the intermediate range earn the minimum
Figure 3: Choice of rejection criterion and bunching at the minimum wage

Notes: This figure shows thresholds in the distribution of efficiency units of labor $\varepsilon$ that determine whether worker are rejected by firm $j$, are employed receiving the minimum wage, or employed receiving the posted wage times the number of efficiency units. The horizontal axis is in log scale. The blue line shows the distribution of efficiency units, which is LogNormal in this illustration (as well as in the quantitative exercise). When there is a single good in the economy, such that there is a representative firm, the distribution of log wages for workers of type $h$ is a truncated normal with a peak at the minimum wage. The mass of this peak is given by the area between the two vertical lines in this graph.

The first order conditions imply that these two thresholds are proportional to each other in all firms choosing labor inputs optimally, with their ratio being given by $1 + 1/\beta_h$. Log wage histograms simulated from the model have peaks at the minimum wage corresponding to the mass of workers between the two vertical lines. Bunching at the minimum wage is often observed in the data (DiNardo, Fortin and Lemieux, 1996; Harasztosi and Lindner, 2018) but is not a common feature in models of wage inequality.

Lemma 2 also shows that firms producing the same good are equal in wages and input intensities. Dispersion in amenities within good only scales the firm up or down. This result simplifies the analysis of between-firm wage differentials and sorting in this model by restricting the sources of these patterns to differences in blueprints, entry costs, or mean amenities $\bar{a}_g$. It also simplifies the
expression for $\omega(\epsilon)$, making the computation of labor demands feasible:

$$\omega_h(\epsilon) = \left( \sum_g J_g 1\{\epsilon > \bar{\epsilon}_{hg}\} \bar{a}_g \max\{\epsilon w_{hg}, \bar{\epsilon}_g\} \right)^{\frac{1}{\beta_h}}$$

(9)

### 3.2.3 Equilibrium

An equilibrium of this model is a set of prices $\{p_g\}_{g=1}^G$, aggregate consumption $\{Q_g\}_{g=1}^G$, firm entry $\{J_g\}_{g=1}^G$, and choices by representative firms $\{w_g, \epsilon_g\}_{g=1}^G$ such that:

1. Markets for goods clear:

$$Q_g = \left( \frac{p_g}{P} \right)^{-\sigma} I = J_g \bar{q}_g \forall g$$

(10)

where $I = T + \sum_{g=1}^G J_g \sum_{h=1}^H C_h(w_{hg}, \epsilon_{hg}, \bar{a}_g)$

2. For all $g$, firm choices solve the set of equations (7) and (8).

3. Entrepreneurs have zero ex-ante expected profits:

$$E_{a_jg}[\pi_g(a_j)] = p_g f(l(w_g, \epsilon_g, \bar{a}_g), b_g) - \sum_{h=1}^H C_h(w_{hg}, \epsilon_{hg}, \bar{a}_g) = F_g \forall g$$

(11)

4. The market for entrepreneurial talent clears (Equation 3).

Labor market clearing is implied by the definition of $\omega_h(\epsilon)$, which ensures that the number of job applicants to all firms (calculated using Equation 4) is equal to total number of workers $N_h$.

Solving for equilibrium can seem challenging at first glance. Using a convenient set of choice variables reduces the problem to solving a square system of $(H+1) \times G$ equations where the choice variables are firm-specific task thresholds, firm-level output, and prices for each good. The procedure below describes how to calculate that system of equations:

1. Start with values for mean output $\bar{q}_g$ and task thresholds $\bar{x}_g = \{\bar{x}_{1g}, \ldots, \bar{x}_{Hg}\}$ for the representative firms of each type, along with prices for goods $p_g$.

2. Use the compensated labor demand integral for the task-based production function to find average labor demands $\bar{l}_{hg}$ (Equation 2 in the text, or Equation 15 in Appendix B if using the
3. Find marginal products of labor $f_{hg}$ via the non-arbitrage conditions (1) and the constant
returns to scale relationship $\sum_h f_{hg} \bar{l}_{hg} = \bar{q}_g$.

4. Employ the first order conditions of the firm (7) and (8) to find wages $w_{hg}$ and rejection
cutoffs $\varepsilon_{hg}$, respectively.

5. Calculate relative consumption $Q_g/Q_1 = (p_g/p_1)^{-\sigma}$ and relative firm entry $J_g/J_1 = (Q_g/Q_1)/(\bar{q}_g/\bar{q}_1)$.

6. Pin down entry of firm type 1 (and thus all others) with entrepreneurial talent clearing: $J_1 = T/(\sum_g F_g J_g/J_1)$.

7. Obtain $\omega_h(\varepsilon)$ using expression 9.

8. Calculate the error in the system of equations, which has two components:
   
   (a) The deviation between $\bar{l}_{hg}$ found in step 2 and that implied by the labor supply curve (5).
   
   (b) The deviation between profits and entry costs in Equation 11.

That system of equations can be solved using standard numerical procedures, with the restrictions
that $\bar{q}_g > 0$, $p_g > 0$, and $0 \leq \bar{x}_{1g} \leq \bar{x}_{2g} \leq \cdots \leq \bar{x}_{Hg} \forall g$. These restrictions can be imposed through
transformations of the choice variables: log prices, log quantities, log of the lowest task thresholds
$\bar{x}_{1g}$, and log of differences between consecutive thresholds $\bar{x}_{hg} - \bar{x}_{h-1g}$ for $h = 2, \ldots, H - 1$.

3.3 Determinants of the wage distribution

The key outcome of the analysis is how wages differ between groups, within groups, and across
firms. We know from the labor market structure that log earnings of a worker $i$ of type $h$ at a
firm producing good $g$ take the form $\log y_{ihg} = \max\{\log w_{hg} + \log \varepsilon_i, \log y\}$. Variation in wages
between worker groups is driven by differences in $w_{hg}$. Within-group variation of log wages has
three components: the dispersion of efficiency units, differences in mean log wages across goods
for the same worker type, and censoring by the minimum wage.

The following proposition provides intuition about how wages vary across firms producing different
goods:

**Proposition 2.** 1. If $b_g(x) = b(x)/z_g$ and $F_g$ is common across goods, then there are no firm-
level wage premia:

$$\log y_{ihg} = \max \{\lambda_h + \log \varepsilon_i, \log y\}$$
for scalars \( \lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_H \).

2. If there is no minimum wage \( (\bar{y} = 0) \), \( \beta_h = \beta \), and \( b_g(x) = b(x)/z_g \), then wages are log additive in worker type and firm type:

\[
\log y_{ihg} = \lambda_h + \frac{1}{1+\beta} \log \left( \frac{F_g}{d_g} \right) + \log \varepsilon_i
\]

3. If there is no minimum wage, \( \beta_h = \beta \), and there are firm types \( g, g' \) and worker types \( h', h \) such that \( \ell_{h'g'}/\ell_{hg'} > \ell_{h'g}/\ell_{hg} \) (that is, good \( g' \) is relatively more intensive in \( h' \), then):

\[
y_{ih'g'}/y_{ihg'} > y_{ih'g}/y_{ihg}
\]

The first part of Proposition 2 shows that wage dispersion for similar workers exists only if there are differences in the shapes of blueprints (such that firms differ in skill intensity) or in the ratio of entry costs to mean amenities. Notably, differences in physical productivity across goods (denoted by \( z_g \) above) are not enough to generate wage differentials between firms. The reason is that, if the ratio of entry costs to firm amenities is the same, differences in physical productivity lead to additional entry and reduced marginal utility of consumption for the good with more productivity, up to the point where marginal revenue product of labor is equalized across firms.

The second part highlights the role of entry costs in generating wage differences across firms. The zero profits condition implies that firms producing goods with higher entry costs need to operate at larger scale. To hire more workers, these firms need to post higher wages, unless the differences in entry costs are exactly offset by differences in mean amenities.

The third part of Proposition 2 shows how heterogeneity in skill intensity generates differential wage gaps across firms. Firms using some factors more intensively than others must pay a relative premium to that factor. Thus, in general, the model cannot generate log-additive wages as in Abowd, Kramarz and Margolis (1999), except when factor intensities do not vary. Equal skill intensities are ensured by the conditions imposed in (2).

The inability of this model to generate log-additive wages and sorting simultaneously echoes some results in the literature on labor market sorting, such as those in Eeckhout and Kircher (2011). But it is possible that skill-intensive firms pay a positive wage premium for all worker types if those firms have high entry costs relative to amenities. The quantitative exercise shows that this flexibility is necessary for fitting the data.
To provide a concrete example of how firms differ in equilibrium, consider the Exponential-Gamma parametrization introduced in Subsection 2.4. Under that parametrization, goods are fully described by five scalars: blueprint complexity $\theta_g$, blueprint shape $k_g$, blueprint productivity $z_g$, mean amenities $\bar{a}_g$, and the ratio of entry costs to mean amenities $F_g/\bar{a}_g$. These scalars map directly into five empirical measures for the set of firms producing that good, respectively: mean worker education, dispersion in worker education, share of total workforce employed by those firms, mean firm size, and firm-level wage premia.

The next step in the analysis is understanding how the wage distribution changes over time, given shocks to labor supply, labor demand, and minimum wages. As a starting point, the following proposition considers a case in which the supply of skill, demand for task complexity, and minimum wages rise in tandem:

**Proposition 3** (Race between technology, education, and minimum wages). Start with a baseline economy characterized by parameters $\{(e_h,N_h,\beta_h)_{h=1}^H, \{b_g,F_g,\bar{a}_g\}_{g=1}^G, T, \sigma, y\}$ and consider a new set of parameters denoted with prime symbols. Assume $e_h$ are decreasing functions to simplify interpretation (more complex tasks are harder to produce). Let $\Delta_0$, $\Delta_1$ and $\Delta_2$ denote arbitrary positive numbers and consider the following conditions:

1. $N'_h = \Delta_0 N_h \forall h$ and $T' = \Delta_0 T$: The relative supply of factors remains constant.
2. $e'_h(x) = e_h\left(\frac{x}{1+\Delta_1}\right) \forall h$: Workers become better at all tasks and the degree of comparative advantage becomes smaller for the current set of tasks (e.g. both high school graduates and college graduates improve at using text editing software, but the improvement is larger for high school graduates).
3. $b'_g(x) = \frac{1}{(1+\Delta_1)(1+\Delta_2)} b_g\left(\frac{x}{1+\Delta_1}\right) \forall g$: Production requires fewer tasks, but the composition of tasks moves towards increased complexity.
4. $y' = y$: The minimum wage stays constant relative to the price of entrepreneurial talent.

If these conditions are satisfied, the equilibrium under the new parameter set is identical to the initial equilibrium, except that prices for goods are uniformly lower: $p'_g = p_g/(1+\Delta_2)$ and $P' = P/(1+\Delta_2)$.$^8$

Proposition 3 delineates technological progress in this economy. Production becomes more efficient by using tasks that are more complex. At the same time, the skill of workers increase, changing the set of tasks where skill differences are relevant. If minimum wages remain as impor-

$^8$Using the exponential-gamma parametrization, changes in comparative advantage functions and blueprints are equivalent to $\alpha'_h = \alpha_h/(1+\Delta_1)$, $\theta'_g = (1+\Delta_1)\theta_g$, $k'_g = k_g$, and $z'_g = (1+\Delta_2)z_g$. 
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tant, then there is a uniform increase in living standards. Wage differences between worker groups and between firms for the same group remain stable.

If these transformations are not balanced, then relative prices and the allocation of resources might change. The overall effect on the wage distribution and sorting is difficult to study analytically because they interact through four different channels: (i) changes in the economy-wide measures of skill scarcity, \( \omega_h(\cdot) \); (ii) changes in relative consumption, which are tantamount to changes in the distribution of firm types; (iii) changes in the employment composition of each firm, conditional on type; and (iv) changes in firm-specific wage premia. Since all of these channels are potentially important, the best way to disentangle the role of each shock is through a quantitative application of the model.

It is possible, however, to obtain some intuition about how firm heterogeneity might amplify or attenuate the impact of specific shocks on the wage distribution, relative to a framework with a representative firm. Shocks that affect the price for skills will have differential effects on the cost of goods that are produced using different sets of tasks. Those changes in cost are passed through to consumers. As they substitute towards cheaper goods, the aggregate set of tasks being produced by this economy shifts towards more or less complex tasks. That shift acts as a secondary demand shock, leading to further adjustments in the price for skills.

The following proposition isolates the effect of that secondary shock by considering what happens when there is a change in cost for a particular firm, in a simplified version of the model:

Proposition 4 (Changes in relative output affects the returns to skill). Consider a competitive version of this economy \((\beta_h = \infty, F_g = 0)\) with two goods \((G = 2)\), no minimum wages \((y = -\infty)\), and where relative labor demand \(Q_2/Q_1\) is an exogenous parameter rather than the outcome of consumer optimization. Assume good \(g = 2\) is relatively more intensive in high-complexity tasks, such that \(b_2(x)/b_1(x)\) is increasing. Then, an increase in \(Q_2/Q_1\) causes increases in wage gaps \(w_{h+1}/w_h\).

The full effect of a shock to labor supply, technical change, or minimum wages combines a direct effect and this secondary demand effect. Consider for example a minimum wage hike. As discussed in the presentation of the task-based production function, minimum wages decrease all wage gaps in this economy when there is a representative firm. But with two firms, minimum wages increase the cost of the low-skill good relative to the high-skill good. The secondary demand shock is in the direction of increased wage inequality, as in Proposition 4 above. The overall effect can be either an attenuated decline in wage gaps or wage polarization, whereby wages increase for low and high worker groups relative to intermediate groups. The next section of this paper shows that
this channel can be quantitatively important and help fit reduced-form estimates of the effects of minimum wage shocks.

Proposition 4 is conceptually related to papers where structural shocks change the composition of jobs in the economy, causing additional effects on the wage distribution through this channel. Examples of such papers are Kremer and Maskin (1996), Acemoglu (1999), and Mak and Siow (2018), which study supply shocks; Acemoglu and Restrepo (2018), which studies automation; Acemoglu (2001), which studies minimum wages; and Sampson (2014) and Davis and Harrigan (2011), which study trade liberalization.

4 Quantitative exercise: wage inequality and sorting in Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil

While the literature covering countries such as the US and Germany often tries to explain increasing wage disparities in recent decades, the academic debate in Brazil attempts to rationalize a decline in inequality starting in the 1990s. The most salient facts in the Brazilian context are significant increases in both the minimum wage and educational achievement, following policies aimed at universal primary schooling in the 1980s and 1990s and expansion in access to college-level education in the 2000s. In this section, I study the Brazilian context as a proof of concept for the model. In the first step of the analysis, I take a sparsely parameterized, over-identified version of the model to the data and study whether it can rationalize changes from 1998 through 2012. In the second step, I use the estimated model to generate counterfactuals that isolate the individual impact of supply, demand, and minimum wages.

Throughout the analysis, I restrict my attention to the formal sector in the southernmost state of Brazil, Rio Grande do Sul. Similarly to many other developing countries, a substantial share of the Brazilian workforce is informal (employed at firms that evade regulations such as payroll taxes and minimum wages). It would be ideal to include formal and informal workers in the analysis because the model has general equilibrium effects. That is impossible, however, for data limitations. Households surveys measure employment and wages in the informal sector, but I require matched employer-employee data to gauge between-firm wage dispersion for similar workers and labor market assortativeness.

To partially address problems related to informality, I restrict my analysis to Rio Grande do Sul, the largest state in Southern Brazil. Except for the Southeast, the Brazilian South is the region with
the lowest rates of employment informality in the country. The Southeast is less interesting for this exercise, however, because higher wages in that region make the minimum wage shock less relevant. I discuss the implications of ignoring the informal sector before presenting the results of the counterfactual exercises. In addition, Appendix C.2 contains a thorough analysis of inequality and education patterns using a different data source that includes the informal sector.

The data source used in this section is the RAIS (Relação Anual de Informações Sociais), a confidential matched employer-employee dataset administered by the Brazilian Ministry of Labor. Firms are mandated by law to report to RAIS, and in doing so provide information about their employees. The dataset I utilized contains information about both the firm (including legal status, economic sector, and the municipality in which it is registered) and each worker it formally employs (including education, age, earnings in December, contract hours, and hiring and separation dates).

Because I am interested in equilibrium effects, the sample I use has few restrictions. I select adults of both genders between 18 and 54 years of age, who are not currently in school, and who are working in December having been hired in November or earlier. I only consider one job per worker per year. The resulting data set has 1,494,186 workers and 148,203 firms in 1998, and 2,398,391 workers and 238,545 firms in 2012. For each worker, I calculate the hourly wage based on their monthly earnings and contract hours, before winsorizing the bottom and top percentiles of the wage distribution. Summary statistics are provided in Table 6, located in Appendix C.1.

4.1 Target moments

Figure 4 demonstrates the evolution of wages in the Rio-Grandense economy. The top left panel shows that, from 1998 to 2012, real wages have increased for all deciles of the log wage distribution, and particularly so for the lowest deciles. Almost all commonly used measures show a reduction in inequality: upper-tail or lower-tail percentile gaps (top-right panel), differences in mean log wage between workers with secondary education (that is, those complete high-school and college dropouts) and less educated workers, and the variance of log wages — for the sample as a whole and within each educational group. The single exception is the gap between secondary and tertiary education (workers that had completed college and beyond), which rose until 2006 and subsequently remained stable through to the end of the period studied. In Appendix C.2, I show that wage inequality trends are similar in a different data set that includes informal workers.

---

9 I use a single state in the South because the estimator of variance components of Kline, Saggio and Solvsten (2018) performs better in well-connected labor markets (in terms of worker transitions between firms). Table 5 shows that the sample size is large enough to generate precise estimates.
Figure 4: Measures of wage dispersion in Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil

Notes: RAIS data for the formal sector in Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. The top left graph shows deciles of the log wage distribution in 1998 and 2012. The top right graph shows the evolution of the 90 to 50 and 50 to 10 percentile gaps from 1997 through 2013. The bottom left and bottom right graphs show means and variances of log wages, respectively, for the whole sample and each educational group. Data for 2003 and 2004 are not available.
Figure 5: Changes in educational achievement and minimum wages

Notes: RAIS data for the formal sector in Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. The top graph shows, for each year from 1997 through 2012, the share of hours worked by employees in each educational group. The bottom graph shows the evolution of minimum wages in the same years, both in real terms and relative to the median wage in that year. Data for 2003 and 2004 are not available.

The estimation procedure will target levels from 1998 and changes from 1998-2012 in between-group mean log wage gaps and in the variance of log wages within each group.

The literature studying wage inequality in Brazil highlights two candidate explanations for these patterns: increased educational achievement and minimum wages. Figure 5 shows that both factors are relevant in Rio Grande do Sul. The first graph displays the fraction of hours worked by employees in each educational group. The pattern is striking: workers with less than a complete primary education (that is, less than eight years of schooling) supply 40 percent of the hours in 1998, but only around 15 percent in 2012. On the other hand, the group with a complete secondary education (high school and college dropouts) increased its participation level by almost 30 percentage points. Moreover there is a substantial increase in college completion in relative terms (from 9.4 percent to 12.2 percent), though they remain a fraction of the formal workforce.

In a strict sense, these are not changes in the supply of labor, but are instead the observed employ-
ment shares for each educational group. Even with the exogenous labor supply in the model, these two concepts differ because the minimum wage creates involuntary non-employment. Figure 11 in Appendix C.2 shows similar trends in the share of all adults belonging to each of these educational groups, regardless of whether they participate in the labor force or not. That fact indicates that the source of changes in schooling achievement of the workforce are changes in the education levels for the whole population, not changes in selection patterns into employment.

The bottom graph in Figure 5 shows the large and steady increase in the national minimum wage in Brazil. The same figure shows that the minimum wage increased much faster than median wages in Rio Grande do Sul until 2006. The estimation procedure will target levels and changes in five measures that capture the degree to which the minimum wage is binding: the shares of workers in each educational group earning up to the minimum wage plus 25 log points, along with the minimum wage relative to mean log wages.

In addition, I will employ reduced form estimates of minimum wage spillovers as additional targets in estimation. The objective is to impose discipline on substitution patterns for the estimated model, adding credibility to counterfactual exercises.

I use the methodology developed by Autor, Manning and Smith (2016) to estimate the following equation using data for all Brazilian states in the period studied:

$$\log y_{st}(p) - \log y_{st}(50) = \beta_1(p) \left[ \log \bar{y}_t - \log y_{st}(50) \right] + \beta_2(p) \left[ \log \bar{y}_t - \log y_{st}(50) \right]^2$$

$$+ \zeta_{0s}(p) + \zeta_{1s}(p) \times time_t + \zeta_2(p) \times (time_t)^2 + u_{st}(p)$$

(12)

where $y_{st}(p)$ is the $p$-eth percentile of the real wage distribution in state $s$ at time $t$; $\bar{y}_t$ is the national minimum wage at time $t$; $\zeta_{0s}(p)$ and $\zeta_{1s}(p)$ are state-quantile fixed effects and linear trends, respectively; $\zeta_2(p)$ is a national quadratic trend; and $u_{st}(p)$ is the residual.

This expression parameterizes the impact of the "effective minimum wage" $\bar{y}_t - \log y_{st}(50)$ — the minimum wage relative to the median wage in any given state and year — on any quantile $p$ of the wage distribution, again relative to the median. The quadratic specification accounts for possibly non-linear effects of the effective minimum wage. The regression includes state-percentile fixed effects and linear trends to account for state-level changes in the shape of the wage distribution that are unrelated to the minimum wage. The quadratic specification accounts for possibly non-linear effects of the effective minimum wage. The regression includes state-percentile fixed effects and linear trends to account for state-level changes in the shape of the wage distribution that are unrelated to the minimum wage. It also includes a national quadratic trend for each percentile, accounting for flexible changes in the shape of the wage distribution that are common across states. I use this trend instead of year effects because the statutory minimum wage is set at the federal level in Brazil.
Table 1: Reduced form estimates of minimum wage spillovers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantile</th>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>0.427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.062)</td>
<td>(0.068)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.049)</td>
<td>(0.043)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.073)</td>
<td>(0.054)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
<td>(0.031)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>-0.051</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.037)</td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.095)</td>
<td>(0.060)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.108)</td>
<td>(0.088)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>0.282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.085)</td>
<td>(0.093)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N: 378 378 351 351

Cragg-Donald F: 11.50 43.24

Notes: Each cell in this table corresponds to the marginal effects of the "effective minimum wage" (log statutory minimum wage minus median log wage) on quantiles of the wage distribution relative to the median log wage, coming from separate (quantile-specific) regressions. Each observation is a state-year and the regression is weighted by total hours worked. All years from 1996 through 2013 are included except 2002, 2003, 2004 and 2010, years in which data is not available for some states. Marginal effects are calculated at the median log wage for the whole sample (hours weighted). Regressions in levels include state fixed effects, state linear trends, and a national quadratic trend. Regressions in differences include state fixed effects and a national linear trend. Standard errors are clustered by state (27 clusters).
Autor, Manning and Smith (2016) argue that the effective minimum might correlate with the residual term because median wages are used to construct both the independent and the dependent variables. I follow their approach to solve this problem. Specifically, I use an instrument set composed of the log real minimum wage, the square of the log real minimum wage, and an interaction of the log real minimum wage with the average median real wage in state $s$ for the whole period.

Table 1 shows ordinary least squares and instrumental variables estimates of the marginal effect of minimum wages over different quantiles of the wage distribution. I estimate specifications in levels and in differences. The specification in differences presents much stronger first stages (measured by the Cragg-Donald (1993) F statistic). In addition, it shows no spillovers in the upper tail, a criterion that has been used for model selection when studying the impact of minimum wages on the wage distribution (e.g. Autor, Katz and Kearney (2008) and Cengiz et al. (2018)). For these reasons, it is my preferred specification.

The estimates show spillovers that are economically and statistically significant up to percentile 40. Spillovers on the upper tail are small and indistinguishable from zero. These estimates are larger than what Autor, Manning and Smith (2016) found for the US, consistent with the fact that the minimum wage is more binding in Brazil and that only a small fraction of the workforce is in possession of a tertiary education.

Finally, I use the panel structure of the matched employer-employee data to gauge the degree of wage differentials across firms for similar workers. I begin with a log-additive specification for the wage of worker $i$ at time $t$:

$$\log y_{it} = v_i + \psi_{J(i,t)} + \delta_t + u_{it}$$

where $v_i$ is worker $i$’s fixed effect, $\psi_j$ is firm $j$’s fixed effect, $J(i,t)$ represents the firm employing worker $i$ at time $t$, $\delta_t$ is a time effect, and $u_{it}$ is a residual that is uncorrelated with all fixed effects. I am primarily interested in the following decomposition of the variance of log wages:

$$\text{Var}(\log y_{it}) = \text{Var}(v_i) + \text{Var}(\psi_{J(i,t)}) + 2\text{Cov}(v_i, \psi_{J(i,t)}) + \text{Var}(\delta_t) + 2\text{Cov}(v_i + \psi_{J(i,t)}, \delta_t) + \text{Var}(u_{it})$$

(13)

This decomposition has been used to quantify the relevance of firm-level wage premia for similar workers and the degree of labor market sorting (Abowd, Kramarz and Margolis, 1999). If the log wage above is interpreted as a structural economic model, a positive covariance term means that high wage workers are matched to high wage firms, increasing the total variance of log wages. On the other hand, if wages are not log-additive (as in my model), it is unclear what this decomposition uncovers (Eeckhout and Kircher, 2011).
Table 2: Variance decomposition from two-way fixed effects model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>1998</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Var}(\log y_{it})$</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>0.544</td>
<td>-0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Var}(\nu_i)$ (worker effects)</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>-0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Var}(\psi_{J(i,t)})$ (firm effects)</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>-0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2\text{Cov}(\nu_i, \psi_{J(i,t)})$</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other terms</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table shows the variance decomposition described in Equation (13) obtained using the Leave-out estimator of Kline, Saggio and Sølvsten (2018). Numbers in parentheses are asymptotic standard errors. The estimation labeled 1998 uses data for two years, 1997 and 1999. Similarly, the 2012 estimation uses data for 2011 and 2013. The decomposition includes both workers who move between firms and stayers. Each worker-year observation has the same weight. See Appendix C.3 for details and sample sizes.

However, even when the log-additive regression cannot be interpreted as a structural economic model, the variance decomposition may still provide information about the structural parameters governing imperfect competition and sorting. Thus, I use two elements of the variance decomposition as targets in the estimation procedure: the share of the variance of log wages accounted for by firm effects, estimates of the share of the variance of log wages accounted for by firm fixed effects, $\text{Var}(\psi_{J(i,t)}) / \text{Var}(y_{it})$; and the correlation between worker effects and firm effects.

Estimating the variance decomposition (13) is not a trivial task. Andrews et al. (2008) show that a simple "plug-in" estimator of the covariance composition using estimates of the fixed effects from ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions is biased. These authors provide a correction method that assumes the homoskedastic residuals. More recently, Kline, Saggio and Sølvsten (2018) show that heteroskedasticity causes bias and proposed a leave-out estimator that corrects for it. These authors also discuss how to conduct inference on the variance decomposition terms. I use the latter estimator (henceforth denoted by KSS) because the variance of residuals vary systematically across worker groups both in the data and in the model. Appendix C.3 provides details about the procedure.

Table 2 shows the KSS estimates of variance components. The variance of both firm and worker
effects decline over time, helping to explain the fall of wage inequality. There is also a sizable and statistically significant increase in the covariance of worker effects and firm effects. As a result, the correlation between worker effects and firm effects increases substantially.

To summarize, the estimation exercise attempts to match a total of 36 moments that provide a broad picture of inequality trends, including between-firm wage dispersion for similar workers, and constraints on the impact of minimum wages on the wage distribution.

4.2 Fitting the model

4.2.1 Parameters

I use a simple, parsimonious version of the model to fit these moments. I employ the exponential-Gamma parametrization of comparative advantage functions and blueprints described in Section 2.4. The complete list of estimated parameters is presented in Table 4.

The model has four worker types, assumed to be observable and linked to the four educational groups. I assume that the dispersion of efficiency units within each group has the same variance, $S_h^2 = S^2$. This assumption means that the model must fit differences in within-group wage dispersion based solely on minimum wages and wage dispersion between firms. In addition to $S^2$, I estimate comparative advantage $\alpha_h$ (except for normalizations $\alpha_1 = -1$, $\alpha_4 = 0$) and the relative taste for consumption $\beta_h$, which is also the elasticity of job applicants to the firm. I calibrate the elasticity of the higher type to 4, corresponding to a wage mark-down of 20%. That number is used as a reasonable benchmark in Card et al. (2018), based on their own literature reviews and those in Manning (2011).\textsuperscript{10}

The estimated model has only two goods (and, equivalently, two firm types), making it parsimonious and simplifying its interpretation. I make further restrictions on parameters related to goods. The shape parameter of blueprints is assumed to be constant over time and common for

\textsuperscript{10}I calibrate one of the $\beta_h$ because, without that normalization, their levels are weakly identified. The main source of identifying variation for the $\beta_h$ are levels and changes in within-group variance of log wages, because in the model these parameters affect wage differentials between firms. However, the parameter set being estimated also includes the difference in entry costs between the two firm types, which also affect between-firm wage differentials for similar workers in the model. Under correct specification, all $\beta_h$ can still be identified jointly with the entry cost gap because they imply the size of bunching at the minimum wage. Figure 6, however, shows that the distribution of log wages is not perfectly specified and that the model cannot exactly match the observed bunching. Thus, using a calibrated value for either one of the $\beta_h$ or the entry cost gaps can lead to more reliable estimates. I chose $\beta_4$ for that purpose because, among Brazilian workers, those with college are probably the most similar to workers in developed countries where the estimates cited in Manning (2011) were obtained.
### Table 3: Target moments and model fit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Data 1998 Change</th>
<th>Model 1998 Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group 1: Wage inequality (RMSE = 0.025)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean log wage gaps:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary / No degree</td>
<td>0.144 -0.104</td>
<td>0.201 -0.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary / Primary</td>
<td>0.383 -0.226</td>
<td>0.416 -0.259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary / Secondary</td>
<td>0.695 0.292</td>
<td>0.739 0.302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within-group variance of log wages:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No degree</td>
<td>0.338 -0.156</td>
<td>0.328 -0.147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>0.456 -0.226</td>
<td>0.463 -0.209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>0.685 -0.345</td>
<td>0.670 -0.354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>0.891 -0.261</td>
<td>0.878 -0.271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group 2: The role of firms (RMSE = 0.028)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance decomposition from two-way fixed effects model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of firm effects</td>
<td>0.206 -0.075</td>
<td>0.179 -0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corr. worker and firm effects</td>
<td>0.157 0.180</td>
<td>0.110 0.177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group 3: Minimum wages (RMSE = 0.065)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log minimum wage relative to mean log wage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All workers</td>
<td>-1.342 0.435</td>
<td>-1.315 0.417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of workers with log y (\leq) log y + 0.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No degree</td>
<td>0.055 0.092</td>
<td>0.101 0.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>0.044 0.112</td>
<td>0.084 0.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>0.028 0.098</td>
<td>0.048 0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>0.006 0.014</td>
<td>0.021 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum wage spillovers:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>0.440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p20</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>0.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p30</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p40</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p60</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
<td>-0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p70</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>-0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p80</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>-0.089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p90</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>-0.118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** This table shows the 36 moments targeted by the estimation procedure, along with their model-based equivalents predicted by the estimated parameters. RMSE means the root mean squared error for all of the moments in each group.
Table 4: Estimated parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>General:</th>
<th>Worker type-specific:</th>
<th>No Degree</th>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Secondary</th>
<th>Tertiary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$ (substitution between goods)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S^2$ (variance of efficiency units)</td>
<td>0.447</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y$, 1998 (log min. wage)</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y$, 2012</td>
<td>0.493</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_h$ (comparative advantage)</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-0.595</td>
<td>-0.314</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_h$ (taste for consumption/elast. of worker supply)</td>
<td>60.55</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_g$, 1998 (initial blueprint complexity)</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>1.195</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_g$ (blueprint shape)</td>
<td>116.18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\log z_g$, 1998 (initial blueprint productivity)</td>
<td>-2.192</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\log F_g/\bar{a}_g$, 1998 (entry cost to mean amenities)</td>
<td>-6.653</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d \log \theta$ (skill-biased technical change)</td>
<td>1.151</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d \log z_2/z_1$ (change in productivity gap)</td>
<td>-1.901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d \log ((F_2/\bar{a}_2)/(F_1/\bar{a}_1))$ (change in entry cost gap)</td>
<td>-4.197</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table shows the 16 parameters being estimated in the quantitative exercise. Numbers that are greyed-out and italicized are normalizations or calibrations.

Both goods. In addition, because I am not interested in predictions about firm size or the number of firms, I restrict my attention to the ratio of entry costs to mean amenities — more specifically, the log difference of this ratio between firm types. Finally, the elasticity of substitution between goods is calibrated to $\sigma = 2$. This parameter is technically identified from minimum wage spillovers; specifically, from the secondary impact of that shock on wages discussed in Proposition 4. In this particular case, however, that effect is small relative to the imprecision in the estimated minimum wage spillover (see Figure 7). Thus, that parameter is weakly identified in practice, and calibration is a more transparent approach.$^{11}$

I now introduce the definition of the demand shock as a combination of three components. First, following the tradition in this literature, I allow for a skill-biased technical shock that increases productivity gaps between worker groups. In the task-based production function, this can be mod-

$^{11}$I assume that goods are net substitutes because the model-based curves in Figure 7 suggest that the higher the substitution, the closer the predicted spillovers in the upper tail are to reduced-form estimates. Still, I chose a relatively small value for the elasticity of substitution as a way of being conservative about the extent of changes in the composition of firm types following structural shocks.
eled as a proportional increase in task complexities $d \log \theta$, as shown in Proposition 3. The second component is a possible change in the relative productivity of firm types, $d \log z_2/z_1$. This component affects the overall employment share of each firm type. The third component is a change in the relative ratio of entry costs to amenities, $d \log ((F_2/\bar{a}_2)/(F_2/\bar{a}_2))$. That relative ratio is a key determinant of cross-firm wage dispersion for similar workers.

The last parameters in the model are minimum wages relative to the price of entry inputs (the numeraire in the model). Minimum wages are added as a free parameter procedure because prices for goods, entrepreneurial talent, and labor are unobserved, making a direct calibration of that parameter impossible.

4.2.2 Estimation procedure

The model is estimated by minimizing the least squares distance between the observed moments in Table 3 and the model equivalent of these moments. Each of the three groups of moments have the same importance in estimation. To evaluate the loss function, I need a function that maps the vectors of parameters to the vectors of moments predicted by two equilibria of the model, one corresponding to 1998 and another corresponding to 2012. To find these equilibria given a set of candidate models, I use a slightly modified set of equilibrium conditions: instead of imposing that the number of job applicants equals the total number of workers of each type (which is unobserved in the data), I impose instead that the number of employed workers in the model equals observed employment.12

The first group of moments in Table 3, along with the measures of how binding the minimum wage is in the third group, are calculated from the model-implied wage distributions for each worker type. Minimum wage spillovers are calculated as follows. First, I take each of the estimated equilibria and calculate a counterfactual where the log minimum wage increases by $10^{-6}$ relative to the entry input. Next, consistent with the reduced form specification (Equation 12), I calculate the changes in each quantile $p$ over the change in the minimum wage, both of which are relative to the median wage: $\Delta[y(p) − y(50)]/\Delta[y − y(50)]$. Finally, I use the average of spillovers across both periods (1998 and 2012) as the model-based analogues of the reduced form estimates.

I simulate the model-predicted variance decomposition from an AKM regression using a large firms

---

12This approach is computationally more efficient than adding parameters for total labor supply $N_h$ and additional moments for observed employment. They are not completely equivalent because the latter can account for sampling error in observed employment shares by worker group. Given the large sample size, this difference is unlikely to be relevant in practice.
assumption. When firms are large, the internal distributions of worker types and wages in a firm of type \( g \) are approximately the same as the model-predicted distributions for that type. Thus, firms of the same type in the model are statistically identical except for size. I also need a stylized model of employment dynamics, because the model described in the previous section is static. Define a worker type \( i \) as a tuple \((h_i, \epsilon_i)\). First, I assume that there is mobility between firm types for all worker types \( i \) that are not rejected by either firm. Second, I assume that \( \epsilon_{it} \) is a combination of a portable human capital component (the worker fixed effect) plus a transient effect, with the relevance of the transient effect calibrated so that the share of the variance of log wages attributable to the residual is of similar size to that in the data.\(^{13}\)

Given these assumptions, the variance decomposition is calculated from a simulation of the model where there are only two large firms in the economy, one for each firm type. First, I discretize the distribution of efficiency units \( \epsilon \), so that there is a discrete number of worker types \((h_i, \epsilon_i)\). Then, I simulate a data set where each observation is a combination of worker type \( i \) and firm type \( g \). This data set contains indicators for firm and worker type, worker earnings, and weights constructed from the model-predicted mass of workers of each type \( i \) employed by firms of each type \( g \). Next, I estimate firm and worker effects via a weighted ordinary least squares regression of log earnings on firm and worker type dummies.\(^{14}\) Finally, I calculate the variance decomposition components using those estimated fixed effects.

The parametric space is the real line for parameters defined in logs and the positive real line for most others. The exceptions are comparative advantages \( \alpha_h \in (0, 1) \) and \( \beta_h \in (1, 100) \). Standard errors will be provided in a future version of this paper.

### 4.2.3 Estimates, goodness of fit, and discussion

Table 4 shows the estimated parameters and Table 3 illustrates the moments predicted by the estimated model. Overall, the model fits the data well, particularly for the first two groups of moments (levels and trends in wage inequality and components of the variance decomposition based on the two-way fixed effects regressions). That the model fits within-group variances well is particularly interesting given the restriction that the variance of labor efficiency units is the same for all groups and both periods.

\(^{13}\)Formally, I set \( \epsilon_{it} = \epsilon_{it}^T + \epsilon_{it}^F \), with the transitory component \( \epsilon_{it}^T \) orthogonal to the fixed component \( \epsilon_{it}^F \). The variances of each of these components is calibrated so that (i) the variance of \( \epsilon_{it} \) is the parameter \( \delta^2 \); and (ii) the estimated share of the residuals in the model-based variance decomposition is 0.9.

\(^{14}\)OLS estimates are consistent in this regression because the number of firm fixed effects being estimated does not grow with the sample size.
**Figure 6**: Distribution of log wages, data and model

(a) Data

(b) Simulation from estimated model

Notes: This figure shows histograms of log wages using 0.05-sized bins, separately by educational group (No degree, Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary) and time (1998 in blue, 2012 in red). Panel (a) shows data from RAIS, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil, hours-weighted. Panel (b) shows histograms predicted by the estimated model.
Figure 7: Minimum wage spillovers

Notes: This figure shows the impact of changes in the "effective minimum" (statutory minimum wage minus median wage) on different deciles of the wage distribution, relative to the mean. The solid line shows marginal effects from the instrumental variable estimation of Equation (12), following Autor, Manning and Smith (2016). The shaded area represents 95 percent confidence intervals for these estimates. The dashed line shows spillovers predicted from the estimated model. The dash-dot line and the dotted line demonstrate the spillovers from a model similar to that of the estimated one, with the exception that substitution between goods is either ruled out (that is, $\sigma = 0$) or amplified ($\sigma = 10$) relative to the baseline estimation ($\sigma = 2$).

Figure 7 shows that minimum wage spillovers from the model are similar to the reduced form estimates, though the model understates positive spillovers in the lower tail and overstates negative spillovers in the upper tail. The same figure also shows how the elasticity of substitution parameter substitution between goods affects comparative statics, following the logic introduced in Proposition 4. More substitution between good leads to a less negative spillovers in the upper tail of the distribution. Those differences, however, are small.\footnote{In this exercise, productivity gaps are adjusted so that employment shares of each firm type remain the same after the change in $\sigma$. As a result, all other moments are the ones shown in Table 3.}

The fit of the model can be verified visually by comparing observed wage distributions with model-generated ones in Figure 6. Overall, the model captures the most salient features of the data. The fit is worse close to the minimum wage, with the model over-predicting bunching in this area.

Now I discuss the estimated parameters shown in Table 4 and the implied equilibria in the model. I start with worker-related parameters. Comparative advantage $\alpha_h$ is increasing in education, as expected. These parameters are identified from changes in mean log wage gaps. The taste for consumption $\beta_h$ is estimated to be decreasing with education. Workers with no complete degree have a high taste for consumption, implying that labor markets are close to competitive for that
worker group. For workers with more education, the implied wage mark-downs relative to marginal productivities range from 12 percent (for workers with basic schooling) to 20 percent (for workers with a college degree). The variance of efficiency units $S^2$ is 0.447, close to the total variance of log wages in 2012. Both $S^2$ and $\beta_h$ are identified essentially from levels and changes in the variance of log wages within worker groups.

Good $g = 2$ is more intensive in task complexity, has higher fixed costs, and requires fewer tasks in production than good $g = 1$. The estimated skill-biased component of the demand shock is positive, stretching the distribution of task requirements for both goods to the right. The demand shock also includes convergence between goods in entry costs and productivity.

The resulting employment patterns, along with the mean log wages for workers of each type employed at firms producing each good, are shown in Figure 8. Firms producing the second good are more skill intensive in both periods. In the first period, firms producing $g = 2$ pay higher wages to all worker types except the least educated one. The size of the wage premium is increasing in
worker type. These differences stem from a combination of increased demand for skilled workers along with a higher ratio of entry costs to amenities in the second firm type relative to the first, as described in Proposition 2. These differences explain both the substantial share of firm effects in the variance of log wages and why the estimated firm effects from the log-additive model correlate with worker effects.

In the second period, firms producing \( g = 2 \) still pay more to skilled workers. However, they post lower wages for less skilled workers, reflect extremely low labor demand for them. The combination of these effects explains why firm fixed effects become less relevant as a share of the total variance of log wages, while at the same time the correlation between worker and firm fixed effects increases.

I interpret the demand shock as follows. In the first period, the first good, \( g = 1 \) represents a "backward" technology intensive in low-complexity tasks. The second good, \( g = 2 \) represents a "modern" technology that has higher returns to education. The demand shock replaces the "backward" technology to another that uses more complex tasks and is closer to the modern one in entry costs and physical productivity. At the same time, the "modern" technology is also affected by skill-biased technical change, becoming even more specialized in high-complexity tasks. Following a concurrent increase in the supply of education, firms producing the modern good find it profitable to fully specialize in college-educated workers.

4.3 Disentangling the role of supply, demand, and minimum wages

In this final step, I use the model to generate counterfactuals that isolate the role of supply, demand, and minimum wage shocks. The first counterfactual scenario has all parameters from the estimated model in 1998, except for labor supply — which changes to the 2012 levels – and minimum wages, which adjust relative to the numeraire of the model so that it remains constant relative to mean log wages.\(^\text{16}\) Next, I move from this scenario to another where the demand shocks occurred, and the minimum wage is still kept constant relative to mean log wages. Finally, the last step measures

\(^{16}\)It is easy to observe the number of employed workers in each educational group, but it is not obvious how to measure total labor supply \( N_h \) in the model due to involuntary non-employment. I use a structural approach to deal with this issue. The estimation procedure looks for one equilibrium in the model for each period such that the model predictions (including share of employment by education) match the data. After the equilibrium and its corresponding set of parameters is identified, the parametric assumption of the distribution of efficiency units allows the researcher to extrapolate the number of unemployed workers, thus obtaining the total labor supply \( N_h \). Thus, the change imposed in the first counterfactual is moving from the estimated \( N_h \) for the 1998 equilibrium to the one coming from the 2012 equilibrium.
Table 5: Model-based decomposition: supply, demand, and minimum wages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moment</th>
<th>All changes</th>
<th>Supply</th>
<th>Demand</th>
<th>Minimum wage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variance of log wages</td>
<td>-0.201</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>-0.079</td>
<td>-0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean log wage gaps:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary / No degree</td>
<td>-0.085</td>
<td>-0.081</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>-0.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary / Primary</td>
<td>-0.259</td>
<td>-0.088</td>
<td>-0.100</td>
<td>-0.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary / Secondary</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>0.424</td>
<td>-0.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within-group variance of log wages:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No degree</td>
<td>-0.147</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>-0.032</td>
<td>-0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>-0.209</td>
<td>-0.034</td>
<td>-0.064</td>
<td>-0.111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>-0.354</td>
<td>-0.038</td>
<td>-0.225</td>
<td>-0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>-0.271</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>-0.327</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance decomposition from two-way fixed effects model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of firm effects</td>
<td>-0.079</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>-0.193</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corr. worker and firm effects</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>-0.080</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The meaning of each column is as follows: All changes denotes changes predicted by the estimated model, comparing the 1998 equilibrium to the 2012 equilibrium. Supply shows differences between the 1998 equilibrium and a counterfactual equilibrium using 1998 parameters, except for the number of workers of each type (changed to the 2012 value) and minimum wages (adjusted so that the minimum wage to mean log wage remains constant). Demand shows the differences between the first counterfactual and a second counterfactual where the demand shock is imposed, while still holding minimum wages stable relative to mean log wages. Minimum wage shows differences between the second counterfactual and the 2012 equilibrium.

the difference from this second counterfactual to the estimated model in the second period, which includes changes in all dimensions.

Before showing the results of this model-based decomposition, it is worth noting that this exercise requires a strong assumption: each of these components is entirely exogenous, such that moving either one in isolation is a meaningful counterfactual. One example of a deviation would be an endogenous technical response to increased availability of qualified labor. Another example is labor supply responses to changes in wages following demand and minimum wage shocks. The labor supply example is particularly relevant for two reasons. First, in contrast to other model-based exercises, I do not restrict the sample to male workers, a group that usually has a low elasticity of labor supply. Second, the informal sector provides an "outside option" for workers in the formal sector, and the gap in attractiveness between formal and informal jobs might be a complicated function of the labor supply, technical change, and minimum wages (Haanwinckel and Soares, 2016). A model-based account of the informal sector is possible, but it is beyond the scope of this
Even with these limitations, this exercise can still shed light on the causes of decreased inequality in Brazil, because it incorporates equilibrium effects while studying a wide range of shocks. There are some model-based decompositions of wage inequality in Brazil, but they focus on smaller sets of shocks and causal mechanisms relative to this paper. Engbom and Moser (2018) develop a model of between-firm wage dispersion and focus on the role of the minimum wage, but do not account for equilibrium effects of changes in educational achievement and technical change. Mak and Siow (2018) build a model of within-firm complementarities between workers and use it to study the role of labor supply. That paper does not feature between-firm wage dispersion and minimum wages. Finally, (Ferreira, Firpo and Messina, 2017) performs a decomposition exercise that features a broad array of explanatory factors and includes both the formal and informal sectors. That exercise, however, does not account for equilibrium effects of changes in labor supply, demand, and institutions; while helpful as a descriptive tool and for ruling out some possible explanations, it does not offer measurements of the causal effect of each shock.

With these caveats in mind, I discuss the results of the model-based decomposition. The supply shock reduces mean log wage gaps among workers with less than tertiary education, but have no effect on the returns to college relative to high school. These effects are consistent with a straightforward supply-demand intuition, since the supply of high school and college educated workers increases substantially. The effects on within-group variances of log wages is small. Finally, the overall effect on the total variance of log wages is null; even though there are reductions in between-group log wage gaps, there is also an endowment effect that increases the overall dispersion of wages in the economy. This result is similar to the conclusions in Ferreira, Firpo and Messina (2017). The supply shock also causes a moderate increase in the share of the variance of log wages explained by firm effects, along with a moderate decline in the correlation of worker and firm fixed effects.

As described in the previous subsection, the estimated demand shock is a combination of skill-biased technical change (modeled as a drift towards more complex tasks) and convergence between firm types in entry costs and productivity. With a representative firm, increased task complexity should widen all between-group wage gaps. Following this logic, there is a large increase in wages for college-educated workers. However, high school workers lose relative to those with only primary education. The reason for this "wage polarization" effect is the loss of firm-level wage premia for high-school workers. Without the minimum shock, most workers in this group are employed by "modern" firms where their skills are valuable. As described in the previous section, the demand
shock induces "modern" firms to fully specialize in college-educated workers. The high school workers are then reallocated to "backward" firms, where their comparative advantage relative to less-educated workers is smaller.

The demand shock also causes reductions in cross-firm wage dispersion, which reflect in an overall decline in wage inequality. There are two separate channels leading to these reductions. First, because the modern firms specialize in college-educated workers following the increase in task complexity, there is effectively no cross-firm wage dispersion for workers up to high school in the second period. That explains decreased within-group inequality for these workers following the demand shock. In addition, the reduction in the entry cost gap between goods reduced the size of the cross-firm wage premia for college educated workers, with corresponding consequences for the variance of log wages within that group. The combined effect of these changes is a sizable reduction in overall inequality, accounting for almost 40 percent of the total decline in the variance of log wages.

The demand shock also makes the labor market more assortative, as measured by the correlation between worker and firm fixed effects in the AKM regressions. This result follows from full specialization in college-educated workers in the modern firms, along with the fact that the wage premia for these workers remain positive (though smaller in magnitude).

The minimum wage is the most important factor explaining declining wage inequality in this context. It has sizable effects in both between-group and within-group inequality. I also find that minimum wages have small impacts on the share of the variance of log wages explained by firm effects and in the correlation between worker and firm effects. These results are similar to those in Engbom and Moser (2018).

5 Conclusion

This paper demonstrated that a task-based model of production is a useful tool for modeling firm heterogeneity in imperfectly competitive labor markets. The theory reveals two kinds of novel interactions between the supply-demand-institutions framework commonly employed to study wage inequality and the applied microeconomic literature examining imperfect competition in labor markets using matched employer-employee data. First, shocks to labor supply, labor demand, and minimum wages affect between-firm wage dispersion and labor market sorting. Second, adding firm heterogeneity and imperfect competition to the traditional approach leads to aggregation issues that
might change how those shocks affect the wage distribution in a qualitative sense.

The application of the model using Brazilian data showed that the channels introduced in the theory are relevant for explaining the evolution of inequality and labor market sorting. It also showed that demand-side shocks, including skill-biased technical change, play essential roles in the labor market transformations in Brazil, despite the observed declines in wage inequality.

I conclude this section by discussing two directions for further research. First, a version of the model with capital provides a tool for modeling different forms of technical changes, as well as capital-skill complementarity. Acemoglu and Autor (2011) employ a task-based structure to model routine-biased technical change resulting from price reductions for types of capital particularly effective at tasks executed by mid-skill workers. The same idea can be introduced in this framework. A simple way to do so is to include different vintages of capital, all of which perfectly substitute for labor at individual tasks but with varying schedules of productivity. This is simple from a modeling perspective because capital vintages behave as worker types do, thus requiring no modification of the model. Each vintage is then a substitute for some worker types and a complement to others. A different approach is to assume capital and labor are imperfect substitutes in the production of tasks, and that this elasticity of substitution decreases in task complexity. This provides a microfoundation for capital-skill complementarity, a pattern that has been documented in the labor demand literature (Hamermesh, 1996) and that is potentially relevant for explaining trends in wage inequality (Krusell et al., 1999).

The model can also be used to quantify the impact of trade shocks on wages. Economists have increasingly used models with heterogeneous firms when studying the inequality effects of trade. Some papers (Sampson, 2014; Burstein, Morales and Vogel, 2016; Burstein and Vogel, 2017) show, using competitive models, that trade liberalization can affect the returns to skill because it favors firms that are more skill-intensive. Others (Helpman, Itskhoki and Redding, 2010; Davis and Harrigan, 2011; Helpman et al., 2017) highlight that trade opening can also increase between-firm wage dispersion for similar workers when labor markets are not competitive. The model developed in this paper can combine both perspectives, while also accounting for the ex-ante worker heterogeneity in productivity, firm-to-worker sorting, and other shocks to wage inequality coming from the traditional supply-demand-institutions framework.
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A Proofs

Section 2: Task-based production function

Proof of Lemma 1: Allocation is assortative and labor constraints bind

I proceed by proving two lemmas that, together, imply the desired result. I use the term candidate solution to refer to tuples of output and schedules \( \{ q, \{ m_h \}_{h=1}^H \} \) that satisfy all constraints in the assignment problem.

**Lemma 3.** If there exists a candidate solution \( \{ q, \{ m_h(\cdot) \}_{h=1}^H \} \) such that one can find two tasks \( x_1 < x_2 \) and two worker types \( h_1 < h_2 \) with \( m_{h_1}(x_2) > 0 \) and \( m_{h_2}(x_1) > 0 \), then there exists an alternative candidate solution \( \{ q', \{ m'_{h}(\cdot) \}_{h=1}^H \} \) that achieves the same output \( (q = q') \) but has a slack of labor of type \( h_1 \) \( (l_{h_1} > \int_0^\infty m'_{h_1}(x)dx) \).

**Proof.** Let \( \Delta = x_2 - x_1 \) and pick \( \tau \in (0, \min \{ m_{h_1}(x_2), m_{h_2}(x_1)\} e_{h_2}(x_1 + \Delta)/e_{h_1}(x_1 + \Delta) \} \). Because \( m_h(\cdot) \) is right continuous and the efficiency functions \( e_h(\cdot) \) are strictly positive and continuous, I can find \( \delta > 0 \) such that \( m_{h_1}(x) > \tau \forall x \in [x_2, x_2 + \delta] \) and \( m_{h_2}(x_1) e_{h_2}(x_1 + \Delta)/e_{h_1}(x_1 + \Delta) > \tau \forall x \in [x_1, x_1 + \delta] \).

Now construct \( \{ q', \{ m'_{h}(\cdot) \}_{h=1}^H \} \) identical to \( \{ q, \{ m_h(\cdot) \}_{h=1}^H \} \), except for:

\[
\begin{align*}
m'_{h_1}(x) &= m_{h_1}(x) - \tau, & x \in [x_2, x_2 + \delta] \\
m'_{h_2}(x) &= m_{h_2}(x) + \tau \frac{e_{h_1}(x)}{e_{h_2}(x)}, & x \in [x_2, x_2 + \delta] \\
m'_{h_2}(x) &= m_{h_2}(x) - \tau \frac{e_{h_1}(x + \Delta)}{e_{h_2}(x + \Delta)}, & x \in [x_1, x_1 + \delta] \\
m'_{h_1}(x) &= m_{h_1}(x) + \tau \frac{e_{h_1}(x + \Delta) e_{h_2}(x)}{e_{h_2}(x + \Delta) e_{h_1}(x)}, & x \in [x_1, x_1 + \delta]
\end{align*}
\]

I need to prove that \( \{ q', \{ m'_{h}(\cdot) \}_{h=1}^H \} \) satisfies all constraints in the assignment problem and has a slack of labor \( h_1 \), and that \( m'_{h}(\cdot) \in RC \). Starting with the latter, note that \( m'_{h}(\cdot) \) is always identical to \( m_{h}(\cdot) \) except in intervals of the form \([a, b)\). In those intervals, \( m'_{h}(\cdot) \) is a continuous transformation of \( m_{h}(\cdot) \). So, because \( m_{h}(\cdot) \) is right continuous, so is \( m'_{h}(\cdot) \). In addition, \( m'_{h}(x) > 0 \forall x \in \mathbb{R}_{>0} \) by the condition imposed when defining \( \delta \). So \( m'_{h}(\cdot) \in RC \).

Next, the blueprint constraints are satisfied under the new candidate solution because second and
fourth rows increase task production of particular complexities in a way that exactly offsets decreased production due to the first and third rows, respectively. Total labor use of type \( h_2 \) is identical under both allocations, because the additional assignment in the second row is offset by reduced assignment in the third row. Finally, decreased use of labor type \( h_1 \) follows from log-supermodularity of the efficiency functions, which guarantees that the term multiplying \( \tau \) in the fourth row is strictly less than one. So labor added in that row is strictly less than labor saved in the first row.

Lemma 4. Any candidate solution with slack of labor is not optimal.

Proof. Consider two cases:

If there is slack of labor of the highest type, \( h = H \): By the feasibility condition in the definition of blueprints, \( u_H = \int_0^\infty b(x)/e_H(x)dx \) is finite. Denote the slack of labor of type \( H \) in the original candidate solution by \( S_H = l_H - \int_0^\infty m_H(x)dx \). Now consider an alternative candidate solution with \( q' = q + S_H/u_H, m'_H(x) = m_H(x) + (S_H/u_H)b(x)/e_H(x) \), and \( m'_h(\cdot) = m_h(\cdot) \forall h < H \). That candidate solution satisfies all constraints and achieves a strictly higher level of output. Thus, the original candidate solution is not optimal.

Otherwise: Then there is a positive slack \( S_h = l_h - \int_0^\infty m_h(x)dx \) for some \( h < H \), and no slack of type \( H \). I will show that it is possible to construct an alternative allocation with the same output and positive slack of labor type \( H \). Using that alternative allocation, one can invoke the first part of this proof to construct a third allocation with higher output.

Remember that the domain of \( f \) imposes \( l_H > 0 \). Because there is no slack of labor \( H \), there must be some \( x \) with \( m_H(x) > 0 \). Pick an arbitrarily small \( \tau > 0 \). By right continuity of \( m_H \), there is a small enough \( \delta > 0 \) such that \( m_H(x) > \tau \forall x \in [\bar{x}, \bar{x} + \delta] \). Let \( \bar{u}_h = \int_{\bar{x}}^{\bar{x}+\delta} e_H(x)/e_h(x)dx < \infty \) and define \( g = \min\{\tau, S_h/\bar{u}_h\} \).

Now consider an alternative candidate solution identical to the original one, except that \( m'_H(x) = m_H(x) - g \) in the interval \([\bar{x}, \bar{x} + \delta]\) and \( m'_h(x) = m_h(x) + ge_H(x)/e_h(x) \) in the same interval. The new candidate solution satisfies all constraints, has right continuous and non-negative assignment functions, and has slack of labor of type \( H \).

Proof of Lemma 1, except non-arbitrage condition. From Lemma 4, we know that any optimal solution must not have any slack. The same Lemma implies that any candidate solution satisfying the conditions in Lemma 3 is also not optimal. So any optimal solution must be such that for any two tasks \( x_1 < x_2 \) and two types \( h_1 < h_2 \), \( m_{h_2}(x_1) > 0 \) \( \Rightarrow m_{h_1}(x_2) = 0 \) and \( m_{h_1}(x_2) > 0 \) \( \Rightarrow m_{h_2}(x_1) = 0 \). This property can be re-stated as: for any pair of types \( h_1 < h_2 \), there exists at least one number \( h_1 \tilde{x}_{h_2} \)}
such that \( m_{h_2}(x) = 0 \forall x < h_1 \) and \( m_{h_1}(x) = 0 \forall x > h_1 \). By combining all such requirements together, there must be \( H - 1 \) numbers \( \bar{x}_1, \ldots, \bar{x}_{H-1} \) such that, for any type \( h \), \( m_h(x) = 0 \forall x \notin [\bar{x}_{h-1}, \bar{x}_h] \) (where \( \bar{x}_0 = 0 \) and \( \bar{x}_H = \infty \) are introduced to simplify notation).

Because there is no overlap in types that get assigned to any task (except possibly at the thresholds), the blueprint constraint implies that \( m_h(x) = b(x)/e_h(x) \forall x \in (\bar{x}_{h-1}, \bar{x}_h) \). Right continuity of assignment functions means that the thresholds must be assigned to the type on the right.

It remains to be shown that the thresholds are unique and non-decreasing. To see that, recall that \( b(x) > 0 \) and \( e_h(x) > 0 \) \( \forall h \). Now start from type \( h = 1 \) and note that the integral \( \int_0^{\bar{x}_1} m_1(x) dx = \int_0^{\bar{x}_1} b(x)/e_1(x) dx \) is strictly increasing in \( \bar{x}_1 \). Thus, there is only one possible \( \bar{x}_1 \geq 0 \) consistent with full labor use of type 1. One can then proceed by induction, showing that for any type \( h > 1 \), the thresholds \( \bar{x}_h \) is greater than \( \bar{x}_{h-1} \) and unique, for the same reason as in the base case.

Proof of the non-arbitrage condition (Equation 1) is provided in the next section of this Appendix.

Proof of Proposition 1: curvature of the task-based production function and non-arbitrage condition (Equation 1)

Constant returns to scale and concavity follow easily from the definition of the production function. Let’s start with concavity. Suppose that there are two input vectors \( l^1 \) and \( l^2 \), achieving output levels \( q^1 \) and \( q^2 \) using optimal assignment functions \( m^1_h \) and \( m^2_h \), respectively. Now take \( \alpha \in [0, 1] \). Given inputs \( \bar{l} = \alpha l^1 + (1 - \alpha) l^2 \), one can use assignment functions defined by \( \bar{m}_h(x) = \alpha m^1_h(x) + (1 - \alpha) m^2_h(x) \) \( \forall x, h \) to achieve output level \( \bar{q} = \alpha q^1 + (1 - \alpha) q^2 \), while satisfying blueprint and labor constraints. So \( f(\bar{l}, \bar{q}) \geq \bar{q} \). For constant returns, note that, given \( \alpha > 1 \), output \( \alpha q^1 \) is attainable with inputs \( \alpha l^1 \) by using assignment functions \( \alpha m^1_h(x) \). Together with concavity, that implies constant returns to scale.

Lemma 1 implies that, given inputs \( (l, b_g(\cdot)) \), the optimal thresholds and the optimal production level satisfy the set of \( H \) labor constraints with equality. I will now prove results that justify using the implicit function theorem on that system of equations. That will prove twice differentiability and provide a path to obtain elasticities of complementarity and substitution.

Definition 4. The excess labor demand function \( z : \mathbb{R}_{>0} \times \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}^{H-1} \times \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}^{H-1} \times \mathbb{R}_{>0} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^H \) is given by:

\[
z_h(q, \bar{x}_1, \ldots, \bar{x}_{H-1}, l) = q \int_{\bar{x}_{h-1}}^{\bar{x}_h} \frac{b_g(x)}{e_h(x)} dx - l_h
\]
Lemma 5. The excess labor demand function is $C^2$.

Proof. We need to show that, for all components $z_h(\cdot)$, the second partial derivatives exist and are continuous. This is immediate for the first derivatives regarding $q$ and $l$, as well as for their second own and cross derivatives (which are all zero).

The first derivative regarding threshold $\bar{x}_h’$ is:

$$\frac{\partial z_h(\cdot)}{\partial \bar{x}_h’} = q \left[ 1 \{ h’ = h \} \frac{b_g(\bar{x}_h)}{e_h(\bar{x}_h)} - 1 \{ h’ = h - 1 \} \frac{b_g(\bar{x}_h)}{e_{h+1}(\bar{x}_h)} \right]$$

Because blueprints and efficiency functions are continuously differentiable and strictly positive, this expression is continuously differentiable in $\bar{x}_h$. The cross-elasticities regarding $q$ and $l$ also exist and are continuous.

Lemma 6. The Jacobian of the excess labor demand function regarding $(q, \bar{x}_1, \ldots, \bar{x}_{H-1})$, when evaluated at a point where $z(\cdot) = 0_{H \times 1}$, has non-zero determinant.

Proof. The Jacobian, when evaluated at the solution to the assignment problem, is:

$$J = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{l_1}{q} & \frac{b_g(\bar{x}_1)}{e_1(\bar{x}_1)} & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & 0 \\
\frac{l_2}{q} & -\frac{b_g(\bar{x}_1)}{e_2(\bar{x}_1)} & \frac{b_g(\bar{x}_2)}{e_2(\bar{x}_2)} & 0 & \cdots & 0 & 0 \\
\frac{l_3}{q} & 0 & -\frac{b_g(\bar{x}_2)}{e_3(\bar{x}_2)} & \frac{b_g(\bar{x}_3)}{e_3(\bar{x}_3)} & \cdots & 0 & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\
\frac{l_{H-1}}{q} & 0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & -\frac{b_g(\bar{x}_{H-2})}{e_{H-1}(\bar{x}_{H-2})} & \frac{b_g(\bar{x}_{H-1})}{e_{H-1}(\bar{x}_{H-1})} \\
\frac{l_H}{q} & 0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & -\frac{b_g(\bar{x}_{H})}{e_{H}(\bar{x}_{H})}
\end{bmatrix}$$

The determinant is:

$$|J| = (-1)^{H+1} q^{H-2} \left[ \prod_{h=1}^{H-1} \frac{b_g(\bar{x}_h)}{e_{h+1}(\bar{x}_h)} \right] \sum_{h=1}^{H} \left( \frac{l_h}{e_{i-1}(\bar{x}_{i-1})} \prod_{i=2}^{h} \frac{e_i(\bar{x}_{i-1})}{e_{i-1}(\bar{x}_{i-1})} \right)$$

which is never zero, since $q > 0$ (from feasibility of blueprints and $l_H > 0$) and $b(x), e_h(x) > 0 \forall x, h$.

Lemmas 5 and 6 mean that the implicit function theorem can be used at the solution to the assignment problem to obtain derivatives of the solutions to the system of equations imposed by the labor
constraints. These solutions are \( q(l) = f(l, b_g(\cdot)) \) and \( \bar{x}_h(l) \). Because \( z \) is \( C^2 \), so are the production function and the thresholds as functions of inputs.

Obtaining the ratios of first derivatives in Lemma 1 and the elasticities of complementarity and substitution in Proposition 1 is a matter of tedious but straightforward algebra, starting from the implicit function theorem. For the non-arbitrage condition in Lemma 1, a simpler approach is to define the allocation problem in terms of choosing output and thresholds, and then use a Lagrangian to embed the labor constraints into the objective function. Then, the result of Lemma 1, along with the constant returns relationship \( q = \sum f_h \), emerge as first order conditions, after noting that the Lagrange multipliers are marginal productivities.

When working towards second derivatives, it is necessary to use the derivatives of thresholds regarding inputs. For reference, here is the result:

\[
\frac{d\bar{x}_h}{dl_{h'}} = \frac{e_h(\bar{x}_h)}{q b_g(\bar{x}_h)} \frac{f_{h'}}{f_h} \left[ 1 \{ h \geq h' \} \sum_{i=1}^{h} s_i \right]
\]

One can verify \( \frac{d\bar{x}_h}{dl_{h'}} > 0 \iff h \geq h' \). Adding labor "pushes" thresholds to the right or to the left depending on whether the labor which is being added is to the left or to the right of the threshold in question.

**Proof of Corollary 1: Distance-dependent complementarity**

This is proven by inspecting the sign of the weights \( \xi_{h,h',h} \). When \( h = h' \), these terms are negative for all \( i \). Changing \( h' \) by one, either up or down, changes one of the \( \xi_{h,h',h} \) from negative to positive while keeping the others unchanged. So there must be an increase in the elasticity of complementarity since all of the \( \rho_h \) are positive. Every additional increment or decrement of \( h' \) away from \( h \) involves a similar change of sign in one of the \( \xi_{h,h',h} \), leading to the same increase in complementarity.

**Proof of Corollary 2: Effect of minimum wages**

In a competitive economy where the minimum wage binds for only the lowest worker type, a marginal increase in the minimum wage causes unemployment of that lowest type up to the point where marginal revenue product of labor equals wages. That is exactly the same comparative statics as reducing the supply of the least skilled labor type by that corresponding amount. The
proportional effect of that change on marginal productivities of all labor types is given by the
negative of the elasticity of complementarity times the share of labor costs attributable to the lowest
worker types. Distant-dependent complementarity constrains that effect to be decreasing over the
wage distribution (because the elasticities of complementarity are increasing).

Section 3: Markets and wages

Proof of Lemma 2: Firm problem and representative firms

The most difficult part of this proof is showing that the solution is interior and characterized by first
order conditions. I start by implicitly defining a function \( \bar{\varepsilon}_h(l_{hj}, w_{hj}, a_j) \) that maps desired labor
\( l_{hj} > 0 \) to the required cutoff point given a choice of posted wage and firm amenities:

\[
l_{hj} = l_h(w_{hj}, \bar{\varepsilon}_h(l_{hj}, w_{hj}, a_j), a_j)
\]

That function is not defined for all combinations of \( (l_{hj}, w_{hj}, a_j) \) because, given \( w_{hj} \), \( l_{hj} = 0 \) is
always reachable (by setting \( \bar{\varepsilon}_h \to \infty \)) but there is an upper bound to \( l_{hj} \) as \( \bar{\varepsilon}_h \to -\infty \). For my
purposes, it is sufficient that it is defined around optimal values of \( l_{hj} \) and \( w_{hj} \). The implicit function
\( \varepsilon_h(l_{hj}, w_{hj}, a_j) \) is differentiable, but the derivative is not continuous where there are discontinuities
in \( \omega_h(\varepsilon) \). Furthermore, it is strictly decreasing in \( l_{hj} \) and strictly increasing in \( w_{hj} \).

Now redefine the problem of the firm in terms of a choice of labor inputs given a labor cost function
implied by the labor market microstructure:

\[
\pi_g(a_j) = \max_{l_j} p_g f(l_j, b_g(\cdot)) - \sum_{h=1}^H \tilde{C}_h(l_{hj}, a_j)
\]

where \( \tilde{C}_h(l_{hj}, a_j) = \min_{w_{hj}} C_h(w_{hj}, \varepsilon_h(l_{hj}, w_{hj}, a_j), a_j) \)

Totally differentiating the minmand in the cost minimization problem regarding \( w_{hj} \) yields:

\[
l_{hj}^+ \left[ (\beta_h + 1) - \frac{v}{\varepsilon_h(l_{hj}, w_{hj}, a_j) w_{hj}} \frac{\beta}{w_{hj}} \right]
\]

where \( l_{hj}^+ \) is the amount of efficiency units supplied by workers who earn more than the minimum
wage. This derivative is strictly increasing in \( w_{hj} \), which means that the cost-minimizing wage
$w_h(l_{hj}, a_j)$ is defined by the first order condition:

$$\frac{w_h(l_{hj}, a_j) \xi_h(l_{hj}, w_h(l_{hj}, a_j), a_j)}{\beta} = \frac{\beta}{\beta + 1}$$

This expression shows that wages and cutoffs move in opposite directions. To satisfy increased labor demand, firms both increase posted wages and decrease cutoffs.

The marginal cost of labor for all $l_{hj} > 0$ can then be found by using the envelope theorem on the cost minimization problem, yielding $\frac{\partial}{\partial l_{hj}} \xi_h(l_{hj}, w_h(l_{hj}, a_j), a_j)$. It can be shown that $l_{hj} \to 0 \Rightarrow \xi_h(l_{hj}, w_h(l_{hj}, a_j), a_j) \to \infty$. So marginal costs are arbitrarily close to zero as labor demand decreases.

The economic intuition for why labor costs go to zero as labor demand becomes small is as follows. With low labor requirements, firms can set arbitrarily large cutoffs and low wages. There are a few workers for whom the idiosyncratic component of preferences $\eta_i$ is so large that they still choose that firm. These workers mostly cost the minimum wage, given the low posted wage, but they provide increasing quantities of efficiency units as the cutoff increases.

To rule out corner solutions, note that the marginal product of the highest type $h = H$ is bounded below due to the feasibility constraint on blueprints — these workers are always capable of producing a positive amount of output by themselves, without exploring any comparative advantage gains. So there is positive employment for those types. In addition, Proposition 1 states that the marginal product of labor is strictly positive even when $l_{hj} = 0$, as long as there is positive employment of the higher type. That rules out corner solutions for the other types.

To obtain the first order conditions in terms of $w_h$ and $\xi_h$, one can take the corresponding derivatives of (5) and (6). Alternatively, one can obtain the optimal cutoff by equating the marginal cost of labor above to the marginal revenue product of labor, and then use the first order condition on cost minimization to find the mark-down rule.

To see why these solutions do not depend on amenities, such that there is a representative firm for each good $g$, first note that $a_j$ is a multiplicative term in both $C_h \left( w_{hj}, \xi_{hj}, a_j \right)$ and $l_h \left( w_{hj}, \xi_{hj}, a_j \right)$. Now remember that the task-based production function has constant returns to scale. Thus, the profit function can be rewritten as $\pi(a_j) = a_j \pi(1)$. Amenities scale up employment and production while keeping average labor costs constant.
Proof of Proposition 2: Wage differentials across firms

I start by showing a useful Lemma that shows how proportional terms dividing task requirements can be interpreted as physical productivity shifters.

**Lemma 7.** If $b_g(x) = b(x)/z_g$ for a blueprint $b(\cdot)$ and scalar $z_g > 0$, then $f(l, b_g(\cdot)) = z_g f(l, b(\cdot))$.

**Proof.** Plug $b_g(x) = b(x)/z_g$ into the assignment problem defining the task-based production function. Change the choice variable to $q' = q/z_g$. The $z_g$ terms in the task constraint cancel each other and the maximand changes to $z_g q'$. The result follows from noting that $\max(\cdot) z_g q' = z_g \max(\cdot) q'$ and that the resulting value function is $f(l, b(\cdot))$ by definition.

Now I proceed to the proof of each statement of Proposition 2 separately.

**Proof of part 1:** From Lemma 7, $f_h(l, b_g(\cdot)) = z_g f_h(l, b(\cdot))$. Also note $l(w_g, \epsilon_g, \tilde{a}_g) = \tilde{a}_g l(w_g, \epsilon_g, 1)$ and $C(w_g, \epsilon_g, \tilde{a}_g) = \tilde{a}_g C(w_g, \epsilon_g, 1)$, and remember that the task-based production function has constant returns to scale (and so marginal productivities are homogeneous of degree zero). Now let $\tilde{F} = F_g/\tilde{a}_g$ and rewrite the first order conditions of the firm (7), (8) and the zero profits condition (11) imposing the conditions from this proposition:

$$p_g z_g f_h(l(w_g, \epsilon_g, 1), b(\cdot)) \exp(\epsilon_{hg}) = y \quad \forall h, g$$

$$p_g z_g f_h(l(w_g, \epsilon_g, 1), b(\cdot)) \frac{\beta_h}{\beta_h + 1} = w_{hg} \quad \forall h, g$$

$$\tilde{a}_g \left[ p_g z_g f(l(w_g, \epsilon_g, 1), b(\cdot)) - \sum_{h=1}^{H} C_h(w_g, \epsilon_g, 1) \right] = \tilde{a}_g \tilde{F} \quad \forall g$$

To see that these equations imply a representative firm for the economy, plug in $\epsilon_g = \epsilon$, $w_g = \lambda = \{\lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_H\}$, and $p_g = p/z_g$ for common $\epsilon$, $\lambda$, and $p$. All dependency on $g$ is eliminated, showing that the solution of the problem of the firm is the same for all firms in the economy and that prices are inversely proportional to physical productivity shifters $z_g$ (such that marginal revenue product of labor is equalized across firms).

**Proof of part 2:** Without a minimum wage, there is no motive for a cutoff rule: $\epsilon_{hg} = 0$. In addition,
the labor supply curve becomes isoelastic with identical elasticities for all worker types:

\[ l_h (w_{hg}, \cdot, \bar{a}_g) = \bar{a}_g \left( \frac{w_{hg}}{\omega_h} \right)^{\beta} \]

\[ C_h (w_{hg}, \cdot, \bar{a}_g) = w_{hg} l_h (w_{hg}, \cdot, \bar{a}_g) \]

where \( \omega_h = \left( \sum_g J_g \bar{a}_g w_{hg} \right)^{1/\beta} \)

Rewrite the first order conditions on wages as in the proof of part 1 above:

\[ p_g z_g f_h (l (w_g, \cdot, 1), b(\cdot)) \frac{\beta}{\beta + 1} = w_{hg} \quad \forall h, g \]

Also, rewrite the zero profit condition as:

\[ F_g = p_g z_g f_h (l (w_g, \cdot, \bar{a}_g), b(\cdot)) - \sum_{h=1}^H C_h (w_g, \cdot, \bar{a}_g) \]

\[ = p_g z_g \sum_{h=1}^H l_h (w_{hg}, \cdot, \bar{a}_g) f_h (l (w_g, \cdot, 1), b(\cdot)) - \sum_{h=1}^H w_{hg} l_h (w_{hg}, \cdot, \bar{a}_g) \]

I claim that \( w_g = (F_g / \bar{a}_g)^{1/(\beta + 1)} \lambda \) for some vector \( \lambda = \{ \lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_H \} \). From the labor supply equation, that implies \( l_{hg} = F_g^{\beta/(\beta + 1)} \bar{a}_g^{1/(\beta + 1)} \ell_h \), where \( \ell_h = \omega_h^{-\beta/(\beta + 1)} \). Plugging these expressions in the rewritten zero profit condition yields \( \sum_h \ell_h \lambda_h = 1 \quad \forall g \), showing that the claim does not contradict optimal entry behavior; instead, optimal entry merely imposes a normalization on the \( \lambda \) vector.

The corresponding prices that lead to zero profits are:

\[ \Rightarrow p_g = \frac{(\beta + 1) F_g}{z_g f_h (l (w_g, \cdot, \bar{a}_g), b(\cdot))} = \frac{\beta + 1}{z_g f_h (\ell, b(\cdot))} \left( \frac{F_g}{\bar{a}_g} \right)^{1/\beta + 1} \]

Finally, plugging these results into the first order conditions yields:

\[ f_h (\ell, b) \beta = \lambda_h \quad \forall h, g \]

Which again has no dependency on \( g \), showing that the claimed solution solves the problem for all firms.
Proof of part 3: Under the conditions from this part, labor supply curves are isoelastic, as shown in the proof of part 2 above. It is easily shown, using that isoelastic expression for \( l_h(\cdot) \), that:

\[
\frac{\left( \frac{w_{h'} g'}{w_{h g'}} \right)}{\left( \frac{w_{h g'}}{w_{h'} g} \right)} = \left[ \frac{\left( \frac{l_{h'} g'}{l_{h g'}} \right)}{\left( \frac{l_{h g'}}{l_{h'} g} \right)} \right]^{\beta}
\]

Under the condition imposed on labor input ratios, the right hand side is positive. The proof follows from noting that the desired ratio of earnings is equal to the ratio of wages in the left hand side.

Proof of Proposition 3: Race between technology, education, and minimum wages

The proof is simple once one notes that the difference between the two economies is a linear change of variables in the task space \( x' = (1 + \Delta_1) x \), coupled with a reduction in task demand by a factor of \( (1 + \Delta_2) \). Let \( \bar{x}_h^g \) denote task thresholds for firm \( g \) in the original equilibrium. Thresholds \( (1 + \Delta_1)\bar{x}_h^g \) lead to exactly the same unit labor demands, except for a proportional reduction:

\[
\int_{(1 + \Delta_1)\bar{x}_h^g}^{(1 + \Delta_1)\bar{x}_{h-1}^g} b'_g(x') \frac{b'_g(x')}{e'_h(x')} dx' = \int_{(1 + \Delta_1)\bar{x}_{h-1}^g}^{(1 + \Delta_1)\bar{x}_h^g} b_g(x') e'_h(x') \frac{b_g(x')}{(1 + \Delta_1)} dx' = \frac{1}{1 + \Delta_2} \int_{\bar{x}_{h-1}^g}^{\bar{x}_h^g} b_g(x) e_h(x) dx
\]

So if firms use exactly the same labor inputs, they will produce \( (1 + \Delta_2) \) times more goods. But because \( p'_g = p_g / (1 + \Delta_2) \), total and marginal revenues are the same. Since all other equilibrium variables are the same, all equilibrium conditions are still satisfied.

Proof of Proposition 4: Changes in firm costs affect the returns to skill

Before proving the Proposition, I derive a Lemma that states that blueprints that are more intensive in complex tasks lead to higher gaps in marginal productivity, holding constant the quantity of labor. This Lemma is conceptually similar to the monotone comparative statics in Costinot and Vogel (2010).

Lemma 8. Let \( b \) and \( b' \) denote blueprints such that their ratio \( b'(x)/b(x) \) is strictly increasing. Then:

\[
\frac{f_{h+1}(l, b')}{f_h(l, b')} > \frac{f_{h+1}(l, b)}{f_h(l, b)} \quad h = 1, \ldots, H - 1
\]

Proof. Fix \( l \), let \( q = f(l, b) \) and \( q' = f(l, b') \). Now construct \( b''(x) = b'(x) q' / q \). From Lemma 7, it
follows that \( f(l, b'') = q \) and \( f_h(l, b'') = f_h(l, b') \) \( \forall h \). I will show that the statement holds for \( b \) and \( b'' \), and since \( b'' \) and \( b' \) lead to the same marginal products, the desired result holds.

Because \( b \) and \( b'' \) lead to the same output given the same vector of inputs, but \( b''(x)/b(x) \) is increasing, there must be a task \( x^* \) such \( b''(x) < b(x) \) \( \forall x < x^* \) and \( b''(x) > b(x) \) \( \forall x > x^* \). To see why they must cross at least once at \( x^* \), suppose otherwise (one blueprint is strictly more than other for all \( x \)): there will be a contradiction since task demands are strictly higher for one of the blueprints, but they still lead to the same production \( q \) given the same vector of inputs. From this crossing point, differences before and after emerge from the monotonic ratio property.

Now note from the non-arbitrage condition (1) in Lemma 1, along with log-supermodularity of \( e_h(x) \), that the statement to be proved is equivalent to

\[
\bar{x}_{h}' \geq \bar{x}_{h} \quad h \in \{1,\ldots,H-1\}
\]

where \( \bar{x}_{h}' \) denotes thresholds under the alternative blueprint \( b'' \).

I proceed by using compensated labor demand integrals to show that thresholds differ as stated above. Denote by \( h^* \) the type such that \( x^* \in [\bar{x}_{h^* - 1}, \bar{x}_{h^*}) \). The proof will be done in two parts: starting from \( \bar{x}_{1}' \) and ascending by induction up to \( \bar{x}_{h^* - 1} \), and next starting from \( \bar{x}_{H - 1} \) and descending by induction down to \( \bar{x}_{h^*} \). Note that if \( h^* = 1 \) or \( h^* = H \), only one part is required.

**Base case \( \bar{x}_1 \):** The equation for \( h = 1 \) is \( \int_{\bar{x}_1}^{\bar{x}_1} b(x) \frac{1}{e_1(x)} \, dx = \frac{l_1}{q} \) under the original blueprint, and \( \int_{0}^{\bar{x}_1} b''(x) \frac{1}{e_1(x)} \, dx = \frac{l_1}{q} \) under the new one. Equating the right hand side of both expressions and rearranging yields:

\[
\int_{\bar{x}_1}^{\bar{x}_1} b''(x) \frac{1}{e_1(x)} \, dx = \int_{0}^{\bar{x}_1} b(x) - b''(x) \frac{1}{e_1(x)} \, dx
\]

Since \( b(x) \geq b''(x) \) for \( x < x^* \), the right-hand side is positive, and then the equality will only hold if \( \bar{x}_1' \geq \bar{x}_1 \).

**Ascending induction rule:** Suppose \( \bar{x}_{h-1}' \geq \bar{x}_{h-1} \) and \( h < h^* \). I will prove that \( \bar{x}_h' \geq \bar{x}_h \). To do so, use the fact that \( \frac{l_h}{q} \) is the same under both the old and new blueprints to equate the labor demand integrals, as was done in the base case. This yields the following equivalent expressions:
\[
\int_{\bar{x}_h}^{x_h} \frac{b''(x)}{e_h(x)} \, dx = \int_{\bar{x}_{h-1}}^{\bar{x}_h} \frac{b(x)}{e_h(x)} \, dx + \int_{\bar{x}_{h-1}}^{\bar{x}_h} \frac{b(x) - b''(x)}{e_h(x)} \, dx
\]
\[
= \int_{\bar{x}_{h-1}}^{\bar{x}_h} \frac{b(x)}{e_h(x)} \, dx + \int_{\bar{x}_h}^{\bar{x}_{h-1}} \frac{b''(x)}{e_h(x)} \, dx
\]

It is enough to show that the expression is positive, ensuring that \(\bar{x}_h \geq \bar{x}_H\). Consider two cases. If \(\bar{x}_{h-1} \leq \bar{x}_h\), then use the first expression. The induction assumption guarantees positivity of the first term, and the integrand of the second term is positive because \(\bar{x}_h < \zeta^*\). If instead \(\bar{x}_{h-1} > \bar{x}_h\), the second expression is more convenient. There, all integrands are positive and the integration upper bounds are greater than the lower bounds.

**Base case \(\bar{x}_{H-1}\) and descending induction rule:** Those are symmetric to the cases above.

In a competitive economy, thresholds are the same for all firms. Given total endowments of labor efficiency units \(L\) and aggregate demand for tasks \(B(x) = Q_1 b_1(x) + Q_2 b_2(x)\) (where \(Q_g\) denotes aggregate demand for good \(g\) before the shock), wages \(w_h\) must be proportional to marginal productivities \(f_h(L, B(\cdot))\), because the labor constraints that determine thresholds and marginal productivities in the task-based production function are the labor clearing conditions for this economy.

Aggregate demand for tasks following the shock is \(B'(x) = Q'_1 b_1(x) + Q'_2 b_2(x)\). As noted above, wages after the shock are proportional to \(f_h(L, B'(\cdot))\). But \(B(x, Q'_1, Q'_2)/B(x, Q_1, Q_2)\) is increasing in \(x\) if \(Q'_2/Q'_1 > Q_2/Q_1\). Thus, Lemma 8 implies that wage gaps increase as stated in the Proposition.

## B Numerical implementation

The basic logic of obtaining compensated labor demands in this model is to use the non-arbitrage equation 1 from Lemma 1 to obtain thresholds as functions of marginal productivity gaps. Then, compensated labor demands can be obtained through numerical integration of Equation 2.

The exponential-Gamma parametrization is helpful because it provides a simple closed form solu-
tion for thresholds and the labor demand integrals. Let:

\[ e_h(x) = \exp(\alpha_h x) \]
\[ b_g(x) = \frac{x^{k_g - 1}}{z^g \Gamma(k_g) \theta_g^{k_g}} \exp\left(-\frac{x}{\theta_g}\right) \]

\(-1 = \alpha_1 < \alpha_2 < \cdots < \alpha_{H-1} < \alpha_H = 0\)

\((z_g, \theta_g, k_g) \in \mathbb{R}_{>0}^3\)

Then:

\[
\bar{x}_h \left( \frac{f_{h+1}}{f_h} \right) = \frac{\log f_{h+1} / f_h}{\alpha_{h+1} - \alpha_h}
\]
\[
\ell_{hg}(\bar{x}_{h-1}, \bar{x}_h) = \int_{\bar{x}_{h-1}}^{\bar{x}_h} \frac{b_g(x)}{e_h(x)} \, dx
\]

\[
= \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{z^g \Gamma(k_g)} \left( \frac{k_g}{\gamma_{hg} \theta_g} \right)^{k_g} \left[ \gamma(Y_{hg} \bar{x}_h, k_g) - \gamma(Y_{hg} \bar{x}_{h-1}, k_g) \right] & \text{if } \gamma_{hg} \neq 0 \\
\frac{1}{z^g \Gamma(k_g)} (1 - k_g)^{-k_g} \left[ \gamma(\bar{x}_{h-1} (1 - k_g) / \theta_g, k_g) - \gamma(\bar{x}_h (1 - k_g) / \theta_g, k_g) \right] & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(15)

where \(Y_{hg} = \alpha_h + \frac{k_g}{\theta_g}\), \(\gamma(\cdot, \cdot)\) is the lower incomplete Gamma function, and \(\Gamma(\cdot)\) is the Gamma function.

When \(Y_{hg} < 0\), one needs to use the standard holomorphic extension of the incomplete Gamma function. This extension is readily available in many numerical software packages. In Matlab, Equation 15 can be implemented using the `gammainc` function; it will handle both positive and negative values of \(Y_{hg} < 0\).

If using complex numbers is not convenient, one can employ instead the following power series representation, which only requires real number computations:

\[
\ell_{hg}(\bar{x}_{h-1}, \bar{x}_h) = \frac{1}{z^g \Gamma(k_g + 1)} \left( \frac{k_g}{\theta_g} \right)^{k_g} \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \frac{Y_{hg}^m}{(1 + m/k_g)m!} \left[ (-\bar{x}_h)^{k_g + m} - (-\bar{x}_{h-1})^{k_g + m} \right]
\]

That series converges slowly if \(Y_{hg}\) is large in magnitude. But \(Y_{hg}\) is bounded below at \(-1\). Thus, one can use the power series representation for negative \(Y_{hg}\) and Equation 15 for other values.

Calculating the production function and its derivatives — that is, solving for output and marginal productivities given labor inputs — is not needed in the equilibrium computation nor in estimation. However, it might be useful for other purposes. Those numbers are obtained from a system
of $H$ equations implied by requiring that labor demand equals labor available to the firm. The choice variables can be either $(q, \bar{x}_1, \ldots, \bar{x}_{H-1})$ or $f_1, \ldots, f_H$. Moving from thresholds and output to marginal productivities, or vice-versa, is a matter of applying the constant returns relation $\sum_h \bar{f}_h = q$.

C Appendix to the quantitative exercise

C.1 Summary statistics

Descriptive statistics for the RAIS dataset are presented in Table 6. Statistics are presented for the whole sample and separately by schooling group.

C.2 Wage inequality and schooling trends using PNAD data

In this Appendix, I analyze the robustness of the main facts presented in Section 4.1 using an alternative data source, the PNAD survey. I proceed in three steps. First, I compare wage inequality and schooling trends for formal sector workers in the two datasets. Second, I expand the sample to include both formal and informal workers to check whether these trends are restricted to the formal sector. Third, I look at schooling achievement for Brazilian adults regardless of their workforce participation status, as a way of investigating whether increased schooling achievement among employed workers reflects changes in selection patterns into employment or fundamental changes in access to schooling for the whole population.

The PNAD is a household survey with national coverage administered by the Brazilian Statistical Bureau (IBGE). Jointly with the Census, it is one of the primary sources of nationally representative data on a series of topics that include labor market participation, earnings, and education. It contains thorough information on employment status, including whether workers had a signed "labor card" — that is, whether the employment relationship is formally registered.

This Appendix analyzes PNAD data from 1998 through 2012. The sample I use includes adults 18 through 54 years old that are not in school, the same criterion imposed on RAIS data. I use public use software developed by PUC-Rio’s Datazoom project to read the data, make it compatible across years, and deflate income variables. More information about the resulting dataset is available at
**Table 6:** Summary statistics, RAIS data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All Workers</th>
<th>No degree</th>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Secondary</th>
<th>Tertiary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panel A: 1998</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>33.867</td>
<td>34.838</td>
<td>32.164</td>
<td>32.054</td>
<td>38.716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(9.338)</td>
<td>(9.601)</td>
<td>(9.296)</td>
<td>(8.615)</td>
<td>(7.700)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>0.626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.492)</td>
<td>(0.459)</td>
<td>(0.482)</td>
<td>(0.499)</td>
<td>(0.484)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log wage</td>
<td>1.759</td>
<td>1.447</td>
<td>1.596</td>
<td>2.006</td>
<td>2.725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.828)</td>
<td>(0.593)</td>
<td>(0.688)</td>
<td>(0.840)</td>
<td>(0.938)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public sector</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>0.622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.446)</td>
<td>(0.396)</td>
<td>(0.392)</td>
<td>(0.472)</td>
<td>(0.485)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly hours</td>
<td>179.374</td>
<td>185.830</td>
<td>183.650</td>
<td>173.885</td>
<td>158.111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of workers</td>
<td>1,494,186</td>
<td>574,904</td>
<td>394,990</td>
<td>364,376</td>
<td>159,916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Panel B: 2012</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>34.501</td>
<td>38.682</td>
<td>34.015</td>
<td>32.554</td>
<td>37.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>0.636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.498)</td>
<td>(0.469)</td>
<td>(0.480)</td>
<td>(0.499)</td>
<td>(0.481)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log wage</td>
<td>1.978</td>
<td>1.692</td>
<td>1.732</td>
<td>1.903</td>
<td>2.909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.701)</td>
<td>(0.434)</td>
<td>(0.487)</td>
<td>(0.597)</td>
<td>(0.776)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public sector</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.393)</td>
<td>(0.344)</td>
<td>(0.311)</td>
<td>(0.359)</td>
<td>(0.500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly hours</td>
<td>179.376</td>
<td>186.569</td>
<td>185.134</td>
<td>182.107</td>
<td>153.702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(27.319)</td>
<td>(17.788)</td>
<td>(19.368)</td>
<td>(22.342)</td>
<td>(42.728)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of workers</td>
<td>2,398,391</td>
<td>350,704</td>
<td>517,748</td>
<td>1,189,063</td>
<td>340,876</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table presents summary statistics (means and standard deviations, in parenthesis) for the RAIS data. The sample includes adults in Rio Grande do Sul state from 18 to 54 years of age who are not in school and who are employed in December, having been hired in November or earlier. Wages are in 2010 Brazilian Reais and are winsorized at the top and bottom 1 percent of the wage distribution in each year.
Figure 9: Measures of wage dispersion, PNAD data, formal sector

Wage inequality, PNAD data, formal workers

Notes: PNAD data, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. Formal sector employees only (including public sector). Observations are weighted by sampling weights multiplied by hours worked.

C.2.1 Comparing RAIS data and PNAD data for formal sector workers

Figure 9 replicates Figure 4 using PNAD data instead of RAIS data. The PNAD sample is constructed to match the RAIS sample, including only formal employees. Overall, the patterns are broadly similar: they show decreased wage inequality along different dimensions. There are two significant differences. First, the mean log wage gap between college and high school workers is stable from 1998 to 2012 in PNAD, but increasing in RAIS. Second, variances of log wages within...
groups and for the whole sample are larger with the RAIS data for 1998, but not for 2012. Thus, RAIS shows larger reductions in inequality using this measure.

The first panel in Figure 11 replicates the evolution of schooling achievement of formal employees, shown in Figure 5. Again, the overall patterns are broadly similar: there is a substantial decline in the share of hours supplied by workers without any educational degree, accompanied by a similarly large increase in the percentage of hours supplied by workers with complete high school (secondary). There is also an increase in hours supplied by workers with college degrees. There are small changes in the shares; in particular, the PNAD shows a higher fraction of college-educated workers.

There are three reasons for differences between the PNAD and RAIS. First, the RAIS is a census of formal employees, while PNAD is a small sample of that population. While the latter is designed to be representative, it might under-sample some workers with very high or very low earnings. Second, RAIS data are reported by firms, while PNAD data are reported by workers. That might lead to differences if, e.g., workers with high wages under-report in the PNAD or firms misreport the education of workers. Third, there are differences in the primitive questions used to construct wages and years of schooling in each dataset. De Negri et al. (2001) compares PNAD data and RAIS data and provides a detailed account of those differences. The first two reasons suggest that, when assessing inequality trends in the formal sector, RAIS data are probably more reliable than PNAD data.

C.2.2 Inequality trends for the whole workforce

Figure 10 is constructed similarly to Figure 9 above, but the data includes both formal and informal workers. I use a broad definition of the informal sector that includes domestic and self-employed workers. There are no substantial changes in qualitative patterns once informal workers are taken into account. The amount of wage dispersion is higher for the whole sample than for the restricted sample, especially in the lower tail of the wage distribution. One possible candidate for these differences is the presence of the binding minimum wage.

Differences in schooling achievement between the formal sample and the full sample can be observed by comparing the first two panels in Figure 11. Formal sector workers are a selected sub-sample with higher education levels. However, trends for the whole sample are, again, similar to those obtained from the formal sample.
Notes: PNAD data, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. All employees (including public sector and informal sector). Observations are weighted by sampling weights multiplied by hours worked.

C.2.3 Changes in relative labor supply

The first two panels of Figure 11, along with Figure 5 in the main text, show shares of hours worked supplied by each schooling group. One might wonder whether these could reflect changes in selection patterns into employment over time (coming, e.g., from business cycle fluctuations) instead of changes in labor supply. The third panel in Figure 11 shows that this is not the case. That graph shows the share of adults out of school, aged 18 through 54, in each educational group — regardless of whether they are employed, looking for jobs, or not in the labor force. The changes in educational achievement from that figure are similar in magnitude to those in the second and first panels. The levels are different, though, suggesting selection into employment by education.
Figure 11: Changes in educational achievement, PNAD data

Notes: PNAD data, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. In the first two panels, the sample includes employed workers and observations are weighted by sampling weights multiplied by hours worked. In the third panel, the sample is composed of all adults 18-54 who are not in school, weighted by sampling weights.
Table 7: Sample sizes in variance decomposition exercise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1998</th>
<th>2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Person-year observations</td>
<td>1,618,478</td>
<td>2,570,016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers</td>
<td>809,239</td>
<td>1,285,008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firms</td>
<td>31,107</td>
<td>65,466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movers</td>
<td>174,299</td>
<td>334,206</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table presents the number of observations in the largest leave-one-out connected set.

C.3 Variance decomposition using Kline, Saggio and Sølvsten (2018)

The estimation of variance components follows the methodology proposed in Kline, Saggio and Sølvsten (2018), henceforth KSS. For the 1998 period, I use data for two years: 1997 and 1999. I use non-consecutive years to increase the number of firm-to-firm transitions.

The sample used for estimation is the largest leave-one-out connected set. This concept differs from the usual connected set in matched employer-employee datasets because it requires that firms need to be connected by at least two movers, such that removing any worker from the sample does not disconnect this set. Table 7 presents the size of that largest connected set in each period.

I implement the variance decomposition using the code provided by KSS.\(^{18}\) There are some implementation choices required in this estimation, stated below:

- Dealing with controls (year fixed effects): "Partialled out" prior to estimation (option 1 in the resid_controls argument).
- Computation of local linear regressions: stratified by grids, separate for movers and stayers (option 2 in the subsample_llr_fit argument).
- Sample selection: includes both movers and stayers (option 0 in the restrict_movers argument).
- Algorithm: Random projection method (option "JLL" in type_of_algorithm option, with epsilon=0.005).

\(^{18}\)Currently available at https://github.com/rsaggio87/LeaveOutTwoWay.